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EXECUTIVE
SUMMARY
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Executive Summary
To turn our long-term vision into a reality, we secured a Resilient Heritage Grant to deliver a
targeted work programme aimed at strengthening and developing four key areas of our project.
The table below summarises our key achievements:
Key Areas of Work

Aims

Research the cultural
market and opportunity in
Wells

To explore the local market in Wells
Commissioned SPARK to
to deepen our understanding of the
research and write a report on
offer and enable us to create the right Wells Cultural offer.
cultural offer at the Barn.
A Scope & Design workshop
By researching and developing our
involved key stakeholders and
proposals, we will inform long-term
the community, it including a
building, design and functionality –
tour of the Barn and in-depth
resulting in cost savings long-term
case studies.
and ensuring the Barn can help meet
A ‘Planning for Real’ style
community needs.
workshop gathered ideas and
concerns from 63 people
(representing 21 stakeholders &
partner organisations and 15
individuals) a range of subjects barn uses, landscape, security
and management, access,
signage, connections,
communications, engagement
and commercial opportunities.

Build stakeholder
relationships, partnerships,
asset management
expertise and explore best
practice

It is vital we engage with key
stakeholders and the community to
identify their ambitions and a shared
vision; this will inform the creation of
an ambitious and multi-purpose
building design that can respond to
needs and change.
At the same time, we want to
improve the resilience of the Trust
and develop skills.
Sharing best practice through site
visits and workshops to understand
what works elsewhere and could
enhance our project.
Meeting critical friends.
Building a network of support and
gaining feedback from local partners
and advisers

Resilient Heritage Outcomes

Informative site visits to
Llanthony Secunda Priory Trust
(Gloucester), Dawe’s Ropeworks
(West Coker) and Messums
(Tisbury).
Dr Edwina Bell from Llanthony
become our critical friend on the
draft bid and has provided
excellent advice.
Gained feedback from partners.
The Trust is part of Wells
Heritage Partners (along with
Wells Cathedral, The Bishop’s
Palace and Wells & Mendip
Museum) who are a new group
working together to support the
city’s heritage through
fundraising, marketing, events
and educational activities.
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Develop fundraising skills
and the phasing and scope
of the project

Hold a Fundraising Conference with
local partners to explore knowledge,
approaches, working collaboratively
and developing skills.
An options appraisal scoping the
phasing of the project and exploring
funding options.

A Fundraising Workshop was held
involving 45 people (representing
19 funders, stakeholders &
partner organisations and 9
individuals) in sharing information
and knowledge and exploring
funding options.
A new Fundraising Strategy has
been prepared which identifies
project phasing and potential
sources of funding.
A Trust representative attended a
‘Maximising your Capital
Campaigns’ course at the Institute
of Fundraising; this covered the
process of researching, planning
and delivering a campaign – this
approach will be used for the
Bishop’s Barn project.

Strengthen governance

Establish a robust management
structure for the project and a longterm structure to support the best
economic and community outcomes.

Series of governance sessions
delivered by SPARK who provided
an independent perspective.
The outcomes are summarised
into a five-year governance
strategy for 2018-2022 focussed
on achieving the Trust’s charitable
objectives, organisational
development, project
management, skills and training.
Training in the Charity
Governance Code will be provided
to improve and strengthen
governance processes.
WRGT Committee members will
be provided with a pack of
governance documents.
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Section 2
RESILIENT HERITAGE
PROGRAMME 2018
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2.1 THE FOCUS OF OUR RESILIENT HERITAGE WORK PROGRAMME
Wells Recreation Ground Trust is determined to transform The Bishop’s Barn into a
thriving heritage building at the heart of community in Wells.
We have long-term plans for a £1.5M capital programme of works. To date, WRGT and
Mendip District Council have invested significant funds in exploring the condition of the
barn through a Conditions Survey, identifying the best possible outcomes for it future by
establishing an outline business plan and undertaking community development work to
gain feedback, explore best practice and develop partnerships.
To turn the long-term vision for The Bishop’s Barn and Recreation Grounds into a reality
we identified four key areas of work to strengthen and develop the business case for the
barn and grounds and to develop the skills and capacity of the Trust to manage an asset
of this nature. The overall aim is to ensure that the Resilient Heritage programme of work
will be the catalyst to delivering a truly remarkable capital project that responds to the
present and future ambitions of the people and city of Wells.

2.2 ISSUES AND CHALLENGES THAT CREATED THE NEED FOR OUR RESILIENT
HERITAGE BID:


The Barn is presently not fit for purpose: large, un-heated, poorly lit very large space



In order to achieve a sustainable business model for the barn we need to evolve a fully
flexible space with the capacity to house a wide variety of different events: exhibitions,
performances, community hires, talks



To create the right cultural offer for Wells it is essential that developments to the barn
respond clearly to the local market and anticipate future trends as well as addressing
key community issues in Wells



A key area of focus needs to be ensuring we work with partners and stakeholders to
deliver a service of high quality that meets the needs of its audience



As identified in our Resilient Heritage Strength Checker to develop our ambitions for
such a large-scale capital project we need to strengthen our expertise and capacity for
asset management, developing the skills of the Trust, reducing over-reliance on 1 or 2
people and establishing a robust strategic plan for WRGT over the next 5 years



We have ambitions for a large-scale capital programme of work to the barn and wider
site. To be able to lead and evolve such a programme of work it is essential we
strengthen our community partnerships and stakeholder relationships, improve the
Trust’s skills in terms of fundraising and understanding of local funding expertise and
dedicate further time to phasing and scoping our project.
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2.3 ADDRESSING ISSUES AND CHALLENGES THROUGH FOUR KEY AREAS OF WORK:
2.3.1 Researching the Market and Opportunity in Wells
A piece of consultancy work to explore the local market in Wells, deepening our understanding
enabling us to create the right cultural offer- research and development in this area will also
inform long-term building design and functionality saving costs long-term.
 Gain benchmarking and comparisons with other key venues in Wells regarding hire costs
and distribution and regularity of cultural and hired activity
 Document the scale of scope of community and artistic provision in Wells exploring
health and wellbeing activities, cultural events, classes, workshops and training activities,
wedding hire, local festivals and general community and conference hire
 Explore current ‘gaps’ in provision in Wells and respond to community need and
opportunity. Including ½ day provision looking at Early Years and Teenagers

2.3.2 Building stakeholder relationships, partnerships, asset management
expertise and exploring best practice in restoration, design and community
development:
Ensuring an ambitious design and master plan and a multipurpose building that truly responds to
community ambition it is vital we engage the support and expertise of our partners at an early
stage and establish a firm base of knowledge and support. At the outset, we want to explore the
versatility and functionality of the space, as we know this, along with soundproofing and
restoration will be crucial in ensuring the long-term sustainability of the project.
Improve the resilience of WRGT in terms of strengthening their experience and capacity for
asset acquisition development and expertise through:
 Reducing overreliance on one or two people by strengthening our partnerships
 Increasing community representation and input into decision making
 Ensuring the appropriate skills for long-heritage, services and asset management
 Ensuring the organisation has strong relationships with stakeholders and audience
 Demonstrating that services meet the needs of customers and are of high quality
Achieved through three key methods:
(a) Appointing a critical friend to the project & visiting other projects
(b) Gaining extensive feedback from local partners
(c) Exploring community need and gaps in provision in Wells
Through this work we aim to gain a thorough understanding of:
 Structural design elements that may be required to work with these partners
 Design elements that accentuate the barn’s architecture whilst offering modern features
 Technical equipment and requirements
 Exploring models of best-practice
 Gain a thorough understanding of business needs in terms of different services offered
 Thinking through practicalities of potential use of space
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Collaborating to explore new ideas and opportunities for Wells that may lead to new
funding possibilities through collaboration exploring capacity building, developing
heritage organisations, well-being programmes, artistic festivals or programmes
 Developing wider impact and support through stakeholder relationships
 Developing services that meet the need of customers and are of high quality
Work involved
 Meeting and discussion with stakeholders, planning programme, event promotion
 Site Tour for all attendees, Roundtable Discussions about requirements/best practice,
speaker, leading exercise in community planning, networking and collaboration
 Follow-up communications with key partners
Partners this involved: Wells Cathedral School and The Blue School: Head of Art, Drama, Music;
Local artists; The Bishop’s Palace, Lead and representatives from Wells Food Festival, Literature
Festival, Theatre Festival, Wells Art Contemporary; Mendip Hub – Entrepreneurs; SBPT;
Benjamin & Beauchamp Architects; WRGT trustees; existing stakeholders – badminton groups,
Wells City Band, Bowls Club, Football Association, Better Play Areas 4 Wells.

2.3.3 Developing fundraising skills and scoping the project:
Exploring fundraising models and the business, enterprise and financial structure further.
Phasing and Funding of the work involves two key strands:
i. Research with local partners and sharing local fundraising knowledge conference
ii. Project Management Time Phasing and Scoping the project
Through this research we aim to:
 Explore Crowdfunding, Donor development, capital fundraising, working in partnership
with stakeholders, fundraising from trusts and foundations, community fundraising
 Look at the impact, development and growth of fundraising campaigns locally
 Explore How we can work collaboratively with local heritage and community partners
 Establish a firm base for community fundraising
 Develop skills of board, project team and partners in terms of fundraising
 Improve long-term resilience of the barn by exploring a mixed economy income
 Phase and scope the project providing a long-term realistic and fundraising strategy

2.3.4 Strengthening governance and financial management
In addition to skills development in asset management, best practice and fundraising skills
throughout our Resilient Heritage Project we:
 Additional training via an Institute of Fundraising Course on fundraising
 Developed a 5-year strategic plan for Wells Recreation Ground Trust
 Developed partnerships and established working methods and protocols.
Specifically exploring
 Financial protocols and controls, including VAT
 Meeting structures and decision making processes
 Measuring quality and impact
7
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Complaints procedure
Contracting partnership
Site Management and maximising usage
Sharing information

2.4 RESILIENT HERITAGE STRENGTH CHECKER
Our Resilient Heritage programme of work was driven by ambition to build on the strengths of
the barn project and develop governance and partnerships to place the WRGT in the strongest
possible position to take on a capital venture of this nature.
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Section 3
LOCAL
CONSULTATION VENUES
AND PROVISION
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Local Consultation – Venues and Provision
Final Report, SPARK 2018

This work was completed in January-February 2018 in response to a brief from WRGT to provide
a comparative list of venues to benchmark the Bishop’s Barn, an analysis of local community and
artistic resources, and to explore the gaps in provision, particularly around young people.
The information was gathered by a variety of means including;








Use of the existing Spark database
Contacting relevant networks including the Town Council, Health Connections Mendip,
Somerset Artworks and Library
Attending the Scope & Design event
Attending the Collaboration, Fundraising & Innovation event, hosting a workshop focused
on provision for young people
Individual interviews with interested parties such as the Connect Centre and Better Play
Areas for Wells
Internet, email, and phone research
Utilising social media

3.1 PROVIDE A COMPREHENSIVE LIST OF VENUES TO HIRE IN WELLS
(see Appendices 1-6)
This analysis is comprised of information about a range of comparable venues such as the
Bishops Palace and the Town Hall, and conference facilities in the Mendip area. There is
information about facilities in local churches and schools and provision in the surrounding
villages. A summary of comparable barns for hire in the South-West is included and a list of
Wells based Festivals.
There are many venues to hire within Wells and the surrounding area, but very few which offer a
similar space to the Bishop’s Barn. Rooms available in churches, schools and village halls are
quite basic and don’t have the additional benefit of offering dual use rooms (i.e. meetings held
within long-term gallery space creating a unique community focused atmosphere). The venues
which are suitable for hosting weddings or as conference facilities are either very expensive or
further afield.
The variables within these venues are huge. Some offer entire packages, whilst others offer
room only, with/without catering, equipment hire etc. The appendix offers a comparison of
capacity, price, availability, current activities, flooring, and additional features including Wi-Fi,
stage, break-out space, parking, furniture, toilets, music, and alcohol licence.
16
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The rates for conference and wedding provision at three of the main competing venues in Wells
are detailed below. Pilton Tithe Barn is also included as an ideal local comparison.

Venue

Capacity Availability

Catering

Cost

Wells
Town Hall

120

8am-1pm

Use of kitchen

1pm-6pm

(£60-£100 per session)

From £1,200 for a
wedding
£260 for half day use, no
kitchen

6pm-11.30pm
(£200-£300 per
session)
Swan
Hotel

100

Half day/full
day

Fully catered or use of
bar/restaurant facilities

£4,000 fully catered, and
all conference
equipment
£195 half day, no
catering
Weddings on application

Bishops
Palace

100

Half day/full
day

Catering optional, café
on-site

£1,450 (simple menu),
plus room hire
£250 for half day, no
catering
Wedding packages
offered from around
£3,000-£6,000

Pilton
Tithe Barn






150

Full day

No catering

£2,000

Wells Town Hall offers flexibility of space and has all the additional facilities, apart from
on-site parking. They also offer a 20% discount for charities, but add an additional 80% to
Sunday bookings. The on-site kitchen means that groups can self-cater or hire external
catering companies.
The Swan is a more corporate venue with several rooms of different sizes for hire. They
offer limited parking but no flexibility on catering options, so becomes expensive very
quickly.
The Bishop’s Palace is a very prestigious venue. It is reasonably priced for basic meeting
room hire, but prices increase rapidly with catering options added.
Pilton Tithe Barn offers a similar venue to the Bishops Barn with flexibility around
catering. It should be noted that no amplified music is allowed at this venue.

Overall, the research demonstrates that although there is a good number and variety of venues
to hire within Wells, there is room for a venue which works as a cultural space and a flexible
community building. There is a need for reasonably priced, good quality space for short and
long-term use by groups, organisations, and members of the public.
17
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3.2 PROVIDE AN ANALYSIS OF SCALE AND SCOPE OF ARTISTIC PROVISION
(see Appendix 7)
The scoping analysis shows that there is are over 200 organisations offering services, activities,
and support in Wells. Almost 14% of these have their own programme of events (i.e. Fusion
Leisure and Wells Cathedral) so the scale of activity is even bigger than the figures suggest.

Health & Wellbeing:
There are 54 separate health & wellbeing activities ranging from Tai Chi to singing groups. In
addition to this are the two main leisure providers, Fusion, and Wells Blue Sports Centre, both of
whom have wide-ranging programmes of activities. Most of the provision is weekly, most of the
support groups are offered monthly. On average there are approximately 44 sessions provided
per week (190 per month).
The table below breaks down the activities according to where their focus lies. Some have been
counted twice within these figures, as they often will be catering for more than one group.
Focus of Activity

Number

Percentage

Isolation

24

26%

Mental Health

6

9%

Exercise

17

20%

Therapeutic purpose

9

10%

Young People

3

3%

Welfare

9

10%

Support

19

22%

The key fact evident from these figures is the startling lack of service provision for young people.
The figure of 3% represents a weekly sexual health clinic hosted at the Blue School. Services for
young people are under huge pressure, and young people themselves are also under increasing
pressure so there is a definite need for more extensive provision in this area.
The number of support groups is high, and as many of these will be peer-led it is an indicator
that local people are motivated to provide services themselves given the right environment.
Although some of these groups work in isolation, many have the same customers. A community
space like the Bishops Palace would provide the perfect crossover for services and service users,
particularly if there was a café on site.

Art & Culture:
This list shows the vast breadth of providers in Wells, many of them running their own inspired
programmes of events throughout the year. However, there is room for growth and a need for
large scale exhibition space and a venue for community art and theatre.
Much of the art and cultural activity in Wells is generated from festivals and usually limited to
annual events. The Film Centre has no live screening capacity and people travel to Street for a
wider selection of independent films. The Cedars Hall is focused nearly exclusively on classical
18
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provision, and although Wells Festival of Literature moves there this year, it could make it
appear more elitist.
The Little Theatre focuses almost entirely on amateur programming.
As a result local people have to travel to Bath, Bristol and Street to see theatre, dance, comedy
and performance. The Bishop’s Barn provides a good medium as a potentially superb venue
which is also fully accessible for different communities within Wells.

Education, Training & Classes:
There are 35 classes and training/education opportunities in Wells. In addition to this there are
4 dance schools and 2 gym clubs all of whom have an extensive timetable of classes and
performance opportunities.
Classes

Number

Percentage

Art & Craft

15

42%

Dance & Theatre

5

14%

Adult Education

13

37%

Cookery

2

7%

Some of the classes are run weekly, others monthly or on a more ad-hoc basis. On average there
are 20 classes on offer each week (87 per month). Again, there is very little direct provision for
children and young people; 14% of the classes are aimed specifically at this demographic. The
dance schools and gym clubs will fill some of this gap, but these are activities that require a longterm commitment and the equipment, exams etc can be expensive. The Bishop’s Palace have a
good children’s programme, but this caters mainly for families who have membership.

Community Organisations & Clubs:
We found 79 clubs and organisations operating in the Wells area. They cover a whole range of
interests and associations.
Focus

Number

Percentage

Early Years

11

14%

Children

9

11%

Young People

8

10%

Mental Health

1

2%

Business

3

4%

Sport

10

12%

Community

26

30%

Tourism

2

3%

Environment

6

7%

Music

3

4%

Religion

2

3%
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3.3 EXPLORE CURRENT GAPS AND KEY ISSUES IDENTIFIED IN THE COMMUNITY
SURVEY, SUCH AS TACKLING ISOLATION AND PROVISION FOR YOUNG PEOPLE
AND TEENAGERS; AND IDENTIFY POTENTIAL AREAS FOR GROWTH
The community survey showed a significant perception that children and young people are not
well provided for in Wells. This is entirely borne out through research undertaken with various
youth providers operating in the area, the scoping work, and attendance at the two community
consultations. Of the 79 clubs and societies, 28 are aimed at children and young people. Of
these, only 8 are specifically for young people. Aside from sports clubs, those that remain are
Scouts, Guides, Ambulance Cadets and Connect Youth. None of these clubs have high levels of
attendance and Connect Youth is the only open access project.
The Blue School and Fusion both have programmes for young people and Wells has a skate park
but given the level of resource in Wells there is a real need for some more focused youth
provision.
The Bishop’s Barn is perfectly placed in an area where significant numbers of young people
congregate already. It’s important that any outreach, new initiatives, or future planning is done
with the full consultation and involvement of the young people of Wells. It has been difficult to
get any specific engagement from this demographic at this point, but senior staff at the Blue
School are keen to support any future planning events and it is vital to make this integral to the
next phase of work.
For the purposes of this section there has been involvement from the YMCA, Connect Youth,
Better Play Areas 4 Wells, The Volunteer Network and Somerset Skills & Learning.

Gaps identified:

















Gathering space (3pm-9pm)
Low-cost flexible hire, short term and ad-hoc
Café aimed at a wider audience
Youth Enterprise initiatives
Accessible activities (low-cost/free)
High profile music venue
Community hub
Bocobar style approach (restaurant as anchor tenant)
Information, Advice, and Guidance delivery
Focused Health & Wellbeing support for young people, mental health, sexual health etc
Drop-in venue
Inter-generational work
Support for young immigrants
Need for collaborative funding bids
Importance of a space that is well designed for exhibitions and art provision
Lack of a recognised cultural venue for comedy, open mic, spoken word
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Potential solutions for next phase:










Temporary pod installed, designed, and built with support from young people, available
for hire
Open days for young people with brainstorming walls
Local artists/musicians invited to meet and inspire young people
Celebration Event/Youth Festival, start small, could begin before Barn is fully restored
Innovative art projects with Somerset Artworks, interactive and educational
Collaborative art installation made by young people, displayed at the recreation ground
Volunteer days aimed at young people, clearing ground, decorating, etc
Forest School, Play Days and similar delivered on site
Encouraging development of volunteers both young and old, as stakeholders and users

Longer term ideas:








Open atrium style café venue overlooking park
Chamber of Commerce to host Enterprise events
Creation of a hub with flexible open access space, health & wellbeing service delivery,
opportunity for collaborative work/funding bids
Creative lead/booking agent devising a high-quality programme of music/arts with wide
appeal
Interactive theatre space
Party hire aimed at older teenagers
Craft markets

There is evidence of a real gap in drop-in, open access provision, and access to information and
advice services. Consideration needs to be given to the needs of minority groups, most support
(for all ages) is centralised and there is very little available locally.
An informal hub which is welcoming and relevant to young people and has them at the heart of
any development would be a real asset to Wells. Incorporating a Bocobar-style space, and
offering music, art and theatre aimed at a younger audience would be a real incentive. This
would also provide the right environment for collaborative funding bids.
In the shorter term the concept of having a pod within the Barn could be an ideal solution. It can
be built with the expertise of the older generation and the practical skills and innovation of the
younger. It would provide a real focus for the Barn and develop a longer-term vision whilst
encouraging footfall and revenue early in the process.
Volunteer days, art, theatre, and gardening projects can all take place at this stage of the project
using the Barn in its current state or during development. The wider space around the Barn can
be utilised and drawn in. There are lots of opportunities for encouraging inter-generational
work, introducing the wider community to the Barn, and inviting local artists to become
involved.
In the longer term, opening up the Barn with an outdoor/indoor space seems key in terms of
encouraging people into the building. A community hub which also acts as a key arts venue and
a point of access for service provision, volunteering, and small business development. The Red
Brick Building and the Cheese & Grain are both local models that can be drawn on for inspiration.
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Venue Scoping
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Section 4
BISHOP’S BARN
SURVEY 2018
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The results of our survey are shown below:
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Section 5
SITE VISITS
AND
FINDINGS
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5.1 KEY CONSIDERATIONS FOR THE SITE VISITS
General Outcomes from Visits











How other boards and trustees have evolved through this process: developing skills,
recruiting new trustees, changing their membership and form
The level of involvement required from trustees in different projects and their collective
and individual roles
Design of the interior – process for this and balancing history with contemporary features
and usage
The development process used: lessons learnt, skilled craftsmanship and leading a capital
programme of this nature
The balance of funding and investment achieved
The phasing of work and funding
Delivering a project in partnership – establishing ways of working and communicating
The role of volunteers and in-kind support
The processes for community engagement
Documenting and recording heritage throughout the project and the nature of research

Building / Development work










Key considerations and challenges
Appointing contractors / design team
Surveys and delays in works
Conservation
Practicalities of space: heating, design and impact on operations
Design elements: innovative practice in old buildings
Timeline
How much activity plan informed design elements
Development Phase work timetable vs delivery phase

Management & Governance










Role of trustees / board in process
Establishing project board
Long term versus day-to-day project management
Long term sustainability
Project management time – development and delivery phases
Decision making – dealing with urgent or unforeseen change
Financial management and controls
Risk management
Contingency

Funding & Phasing







Balance of funding – internal, external and community funding
Match funding – confirmed or not and at what stage / %
Phasing of project
Working with HLF – process
Involvement / support of local / district council
Other funders
46
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Partnership working

Community Activity










Process for public consultation
Education work and engagement activity
Interpretation
Engaging Young People
Volunteer involvement
Developing partnerships
Community fundraising
Process for developing an Activity Plan
Piloting activities in Phase 1

5.2 SITE VISIT TO LLANTHONY SECUNDA PRIORY, GLOUCESTER
With Dr Edwina Bell, Project Manager
Background
Original site 50ha, now 5ha. Archaeology below surface across whole site. 15th century. One
area has asbestos, this will be buried on-site. Due to open August Bank Holiday 2019.
Capital works
Brick building – new insulated roof, re-mortar brick walls (and not much else), underfloor heating
and metal-framed window frames.
Medieval buildings with Victorian farmhouse addition – on ground floor a new dividing wall to
include M&E, electrics, touchscreen, timeline so older building not impacted. Gloucester College
construction students will help fit-out part of building (office, toilets and kitchen areas).
Good idea to have apprenticeships/placements helping deliver the project (but be realistic how
many are achievable). Possible to involve Princes Trust, for example.
Overall timeline
It has taken 5 years and 3 attempts to secure HLF to get to this stage (i.e. capital works on-site).
Business Case and Sustainability
Key is business plan for HLF bid. Relationship with the college makes this project sustainable as
50% of income over the next 10 years is from them. The arrangement is:
Share cost of internal repairs.
Trust cost of external repairs.
College buying power used for gaining best deal on utilities.
College pays for opening up and cleaning.
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Gloucester College is leasing part of site for teaching and exhibitions (they get priority Mon-Thu)
and they have first call for use of site the rest of the time (i.e. Fri, weekends and holidays).
Events
Wedding market – gap in mid-size venues.
Outdoor theatre, cinema, stone carving festival.
Film hire (companies always looking for locations – we need to explore this one)
Exhibition space
Parties
Trust
The Llanthony Secunda Priory Trust was set-up for this site, without an endowment.
Governance
Trust meets quarterly.
Project Board is sub group of Trust and meets monthly (in WK 2) – they manage the project and
report to the Trust.
Design Team meets monthly (in WK 4) and involves the project manager, architect, QS, M&E and
others. Good idea to employ these people separately so you get them challenging each other.
Also need archaeologist and other expertise, as and when required.
Trust treasurer does accounts, with project manager overseeing finances. Anticipate similar
arrangement once capital project completed, but will employ a book-keeper.
Gloucester Heritage Forum
Based on Rochester Heritage Forum, which was set-up by Dean of Cathedral (Edwina was part
too). The Gloucester forum began with all-HLF funded projects getting together who then
agreed to continue meeting regularly. Wider remit than HLF. Now they co-ordinate events,
volunteering opportunities and evaluation; the forum links with council, tourist industry and
others to share the costs of marketing events.
Suggestion that WRGT should lead on collaboration in Wells!
Round 1 - Development Phase
Be realistic at Round 1 and then can adjust finances.
Must retain quality, this has to be right for heritage.
Their development phase took 2+ years to complete. Must allow time for iterating and testing
certain things, such as the choice of materials to be used. Don’t put bid in too soon as it’ll
probably be rejected.
Activities will influence design. Activity Planning Consultant input important.
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Staffing – Edwina Bell (project manager, 3 days/week, overall management) and a 5-year HLF
funded heritage manager (to run community engagement and get the sustainability established).
Need to demonstrate you can attract more than the ‘average’ heritage visitor. The events help.
Strong community involvement is important, but is not itself the sustainable use for the site.
Need to find a way of balancing the two.
What things bring in the income?
Keep some of own money back to use as match funding against other grants/phases.
In-kind could include volunteer time, use of meeting rooms and future
management/maintenance.
In-kind rates: £50/day unskilled; £150/day mid-way; and £300/day for professional volunteer.
At Llanthony Secunda Priory the development phase was £377k and the capital project was £4m
(i.e. £3.2m HLF and £0.8m match £).
It is possible for council to get an officer to run the project / provide accountancy service /
provide admin support and request HLF £ to back fill their post.
Round 2
Can’t start without match funding being in place.
Wells visit
Edwina happy to come down to look around and provide further support.

5.3 SITE VISIT TO DAWE’S TWINEWORKS, WEST COKER
Background
Somerset Industrial Archaeological Society (SIAS) started things off. It is the only working factory
of its type in the UK and it closed in 1968 and was mothballed.
Site more than history of rope, twine & sailcloth making.
On the promise of £2m, the building was bought by SSDC (Compulsory Purchase Order), but the
funding pledge later fell through.
The project went on TV’s Restoration Village and was runner-up. The impact was that this
exposure spurred offers of funding. The project was seen as credible and funders knew what it
was all about.
Now have working machinery and show films of how it works (monthly get it all running).
A core of 30 volunteers, plus other interested people are involved when their skills are needed.
They found that once people knew about the project, they came out of the woodwork to help.
Found authentic diesel engine to power (was steam originally).
They don’t pay rates/insurance (council pays insurance) and only £4k/year for running costs.
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Trust
The Coker Rope & Sail Trust was formed under the auspices of the parish and district councils.
The first £2k came from the parish council looking at the importance of the site’s purpose, tis
established the importance of the site.
Still a charity, but now also a Charitable Incorporated Organisation (CIO) as it gives more
protection to the trustees. Also seeking accreditation as a museum as this opens up funding
opportunities.
Applaud council involvement, this you can sell on the basis of ‘community’.
Trust is a member of various groups, as this allows them to share ideas and collaborate.
Governance
Trust (3 trustees)
Management Group (5 people) and keep it flexible group so people can grow/drop away.
Next stages
New Visitor Centre, which they hope will be open in August 2018 and will sell products including
beer and cider, and be the village café.
‘Talking Pen’ self-tour guide.
Trying not to over-expose people to the small details, if interested they can find out more.
Linked to 3 other museums (yellow area on map) involved in same trades. They are working
together to develop walks (‘rope walks’) and demos.
Aspiration to be part of an international WHS linked to other site in the trade supply/use.
Found artist-led projects successful and bring in different types of people.
Also now have bee-keepers here.
Secured some funding for archivist to explore/make sense of archive materials.
PR, especially social media – need help with this.
HLF
Allows you to progress.
They received £56k for activities within £467k grant from HLF.
Biggest challenge was the business plan. Start with this and go back to the building.
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5.4 SITE VISIT TO MESSUM’S GALLERY WILTSHIRE
With Simon Fowler.
An understanding how the finances work - who owns/manages site and who rents? How do
you ensure sustainability for the barn? Was this in place when you began renovation work?
The finances have always been a challenge on this project. Initially the farm was let on an AHA
tenancy. The rental income for the site was minimal at £35,000 for the barns plus 1 farmhouse,
3 cottages and 700 acres of farmland. The farmer was bought out of his tenancy for £450,000.
The Estate then spent approximately £1m to bring the farmhouse & cottages up to modern
standards and convert the buildings into offices. The offices were then let for £150,000 (£12/sq
ft initially). This provided a reasonable return on the expenditure and meant the Estate could
effectively start to think about the renovation of the barn.
It was felt that a solution had to be found for the barn first. Actually they turned that thought
around and it was felt we should let the buildings first and a solution to the barn use would come
given time and eventually money. The estate were offered a grant towards the rethatching of
the roof; this was not taken up, if we had, the roof would need to have been done in long straw
as opposed to reed. As reed lasts longer, and despite the grant, long straw would in the long run
have proved more expensive. The repair of the barn was then embarked on with no end user in
mind other than simply a conviction that once repaired a suitable and commercial use would be
found, but first of all they had to have it ready for business.
Lessons learnt from the business case side. Does the site make a surplus/profit and is this reinvested in the site?
The business has always made a profit, although the funding was largely from borrowings (bank).
The biggest challenges with the refurbishment?
Planning department and bats. Scheduled Ancient Monument status was also challenging.
How have you used new technologies, whether renewable energy/others?
Lots of new tech have been used. High speed Wi-Fi and biomass boilers.
Things they would have done differently with hindsight?
Underfloor heating in the whole development, particularly the offices from the outset. Biomass
earlier in the plan. More investment into landscaping.
What was the cost of the ‘pod’ installation in the barn? If you were to do this again would you
make any adaptations?
The cost was approximately £100k. We quite like it, but the heating and layout could be better.
And any other pearls of wisdom you can share!
Don’t get too lead by others. Be strong when dealing with planners and heritage experts.
For example, the planners got very difficult about parking at an early stage and heritage got silly
about the thatch until we confirmed that the research showed the roof was originally stone tiles
and had spent much of its thatch life under tarpaulin and being done piecemeal every year with
whatever the farmer could find, whereas the authority wanted it preserved in aspic.
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Section 6
SCOPE & DESIGN
WORKSHOP
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Report prepared by Gill Hutchinson, Planning for Real.
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6.1 INTRODUCTION
The Bishop’s Barn in Silver Street, Wells was built as a tithe barn in the 15 th century and has been
designated as a Grade 1 listed building and scheduled as an ancient monument. It was built of
local stone roughly squared with Doulting ashlar dressings and a Westmorland slate roof.
During the 1970s the barn was used as a music venue and hosted bands such as Status Quo,
Supertramp and Slade and achieved audiences of up to 1,500 people.
The Barn is now managed by the Wells Recreation Ground Trust (the “Trust”).
In 2014, the Trust commissioned architects to survey the buildings and develop options for its
repair and future use in partnership with the Somerset Building Preservation Trust.
Recently the Trust was successful in securing £9,300 from the Heritage Lottery Fund (HLF)
through their Resilient Heritage Programme. This demonstrates a big vote of confidence in the
proposals so far and in the future of the Barn and the funding has enabled the Trust to progress
some core areas the HLF want to see developed.
Through this process the Trust will be:






Exploring fundraising potential and looking at collaborative opportunities in Wells
Developing governance and ensuring the most financially sustainable approach for the
barn in terms of VAT and financial management and establishing firm partnerships
Developing and explore partnerships and collaboration further. Gaining further
information regarding local provision and information from local partners on potential
uses for the barn. Meeting the future needs and aspirations of Wells as a City.
Enhancing Trust and Project Board understanding of the process of capital development
through site visits and the support of critical friends from other projects regionally.

During 2017 a survey was undertaken to explore how people would like to see the Barn used in
the future. 143 respondents took part in the survey.
When asked what kind of events people wanted in the Barn:






81% wanted a space for hire
81% suggested activities for children
79% wanted to see theatre performances and film screenings
71% felt the venue could be used for live music
68% wanted it used as an exhibition space

When asked what three main things they felt would improve Wells they responded:




More opportunities for the community to come together
Building creative, cultural and artistic provision
Providing a space for hire

In addition:



46% of respondents felt provision in Wells for Under 5s was poor or needed improving
86% of respondents felt cultural provision for teenagers was poor or needed improving
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55% of respondents suggested that provision to reduce isolation in Wells was poor or
needed improving

To add to the information gathered through the survey, a Design and Scope event was held on
22nd January, 2018. This was attended by 51 people representing national organisations such as
Historic England and a range of local organisations including Somerset Building Preservation
Trust and local residents.
A presentation was delivered by Historic England highlighting the opportunities for the Barn, its
limitations and inspiring examples of how other areas have brought similar buildings back into
community use. This was followed by a presentation from Somerset Building Preservation Trust
about the Barn’s history and previous projects and a physical tour exploring the building and the
site’s key features and considerations. A presentation was also given by Future Wells
highlighting how some of the information and suggestions gathered for this project could be
used to progress and support the future development of the Barn.
This was followed with a consultation exercise using an adapted form of the Planning for Real
methodology.

6.2 METHODOLOGY
To gather information from the participants a range of methodologies were used. A map of the
area was mounted onto polystyrene and provided an opportunity for people to raise site specific
ideas and concerns by writing their information onto flags mounted on cocktail sticks and then
placing them directly into the map where their comments applied. In addition, headed sheets
were provided where respondents could place comments on post it notes under the appropriate
theme. The themes that were used included:






Access
Security and management
Gardens and landscaping
Café and outbuildings
Connections to the City

At the design and scoping event, participants worked in small discussion groups to identify the
information gathered.

6.3 ANALYSIS OF RESULTS
For the purpose of analysis the afternoon and evening results have been combined.

6.3.1 Gardens and Landscaping:
Ideas for Improvements:
A total of 39 ideas were placed on the map identifying how to make improvements to the
gardens and landscaping. 20% of the ideas identified the need for security including cameras for
the whole area. A further 20% suggested that a direct path be installed from the moat to the
gate and to the barn. 20% of respondents also suggested that the moat needed opening up. A
suggestion was made that the barn could be linked with the Bishop’s Palace by pruning the ivy
and trees and creating good signage. It was suggested that better connections could be achieved
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if the wall between the gates (with crests) at the end corner were taken down which would open
up the area as part of the Bishop’s Palace environs.
17% of comments indicated the need for outbuildings for storage. Two comments suggested
that a barbeque should be installed near to the barn. It was felt that this could be achieved by
cutting down what were perceived as ‘useless’ evergreens and creating a barbeque pit for
community use.
Individual comments indicated that there is a need for wild flowers and long grasses to be
planted around the borders. A further suggestion was made that the WW1 poppies could be
relocated to the north wall of the barn where there is a need to remove the tarmac.
A comment indicated that the Wells in Mosaic artwork is scheduled to be installed in
approximately 2020 on this site which would provide an interesting attraction. A suggestion was
made that the mosaic could be surrounded by a maze.
At the evening session it was suggested that a community gardening scheme could be
developed that focuses on health and well-being.
Concerns:
A total of 28 concerns were identified. Just over one third of the comments highlighted that the
paths are poorly maintained.
Similarly a further third of respondents also indicated that the trees immediately around the
barn are causing concern. Further comments were raised via post it note which indicated that
the trees immediately around the barn are too crowded and make it very dark here. A
suggestion indicated that the trees are not neighbourly. It was identified that a tree
management plan is needed for this area (we need one plan for the whole site). A further
comment indicated that the non-native conifers should be removed and this would create a
more light and open space. A further suggestion indicated that if permission was granted to get
rid of the large dark trees the land could be used for extra new buildings serving the barn or for
a new parking area to be created.
It was also highlighted that the grounds are poorly presented and are bland and unloved. It was
highlighted at the evening session that if some of the trees were reduced it would open up the
area and make the outside space more welcoming.
22.5% of respondents also indicated that dogs should not be allowed on the recreation ground
now that it has been developed into a children’s play area. A similar number of comments
suggesting the same concerns about dogs were highlighted via post it note.

6.3.2 The Barn:
A total of 30 suggestions were placed on the map. 24% of respondents identified the need for
heating in the barn and suggested ground source heating would be a preferable option. A
further 24% indicated that installing Wi Fi into the barn would be essential. 20% of respondents
suggested that a part of the barn would need to be sound proofed so that bands could practice
there and the noise would not disturb neighbours.
12.5% of the suggestions also indicated that there is a need for a person to close up after each
event and lock the barn, it was suggested that the cost of this should be included in the hiring
price of the venue.
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One comment questioned whether the building could be restored via an archaeological dig. In
addition, a further question was asked as to whether the building needs to be used in winter or
whether it could just be opened from March to October.
A comment made via a post it note in the access section liked the suggestion of having a glass
screen inside the doors of the Barn (on one side) so that the doors can remain open when the
Barn is in use.
Concerns:
Concerns were expressed about amplified music being played in the barn and the effect this
would have on the surrounding neighbourhood. It was also questioned whether improvements
could be made to the building to alleviate any noise.

6.3.3 Security and Management
Comments made via post it note indicated that there is an issue with cars being parked hard up
against the building as it was felt that there is a big risk of damage to a 500 year old building
which it was highlighted is a criminal offence under Section 2 of 1979 Ancient Monuments and
Archaeological Areas Act. It was also felt that cars parked in this way have a detrimental effect
to the setting of the Barn.
A representative from Wells City Council confirmed that they (The Council) would be willing and
able to manage the Wells Recreation Ground Trust.
As has been highlighted previously in the Landscaping Section (3.1) of the report there is a need
to have a long term tree management plan that takes account of pruning, shaping, felling and
replacing the trees. It was recognised that at present many neighbours are unhappy with the
state and location of some of the trees. It was suggested that a Conservation Management Plan
needs to be incorporated into the management of the resource.
In addition, thought will need to be given to how the venue is staffed, managed and booked. A
suggestion indicated using young volunteers for events and managing central activities such as
front of house.
It was recognised that there will need to make improvements to the sound proofing because of
the close proximity of neighbours. Concerns were raised about noise from potential late night
parties and ensuring that nearby residents (Carlton Mews) do not feel the need to complain. A
suggestion was made to impose a late night curfew and that it would be imperative to think
carefully about the time restrictions when putting further proposals together.
Security was also raised as a concern and it was highlighted that improved security and
prevention of vandalism will need to be considered.

6.3.4 Access
A total of 37 comments were placed on the map. 11 of these were suggestions and 26 raised
concerns.
It was suggested that it is essential to this project to link with a sustainable park and ride
scheme (opposite Morrisons). It was suggested that the South Street car park area (built on
WRGT land) could be developed as dedicated parking for the Barn. Suggestions were also made
to develop a park and walk scheme as proposed by the draft Neighbourhood Plan. It was felt
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that pedestrian access should be prioritised to and from the city centre and surrounding car
parks.
Comments made on the post it notes highlighted the need for better disabled access, parking
and toilets. A suggestion indicated that disabled parking could be developed next to the toilets.
It was highlighted that delivery of items for events needs clear access to the Barn and recreation
ground. 2 respondents queried whether the green (or part of it) could be used for parking.
As mentioned above 26 concerns were raised regarding access. It was re-emphasised by one
third of respondents that cars are affecting the setting of the Barn. Concerns were raised about
parking generally in the City and the impact the re-opening of the Barn could have on parking in
South Street and Silver Street. It was also suggested that no parking should be created in the old
play area. One comment re-affirmed that it is essential to the sustainability of the project to use
a lever to obtain a park and ride opposite the Morrison supermarket.

6.3.5 Connections and Signage
Comments made via post it notes indicated that connections to the City are almost nonexistent; it was felt that they should be separated visually and thematically. It was highlighted
that a circular walk should be created including the Barn and the recreation ground. It was also
suggested that greater links with the Bishop’s Palace should be created. One comment indicated
that the area should be opened up to the Moat for access.
Comments placed on the map highlighted that there should be maps and signposting to and
from the City Centre. It was also suggested that there should be shared interpretation with the
Bishop’s Palace including information on a guided tour exploring links, volunteers, events and
festivals. At the evening session it was highlighted that all signage should be positive and
welcoming and clearly branded with the Bishops Barn. To achieve this new information and
interpretation boards of the site should be created. This could be achieved through an artistic
commission that could explore alternative and local figures in Wells history rather than
ecclesiastical figures. A suggestion was made that YOUR STORY bricks could be created inviting
local people to own/repair a brick and sponsor it with their family story about Wells. This could
be supported with an online app reference that brings up those stories, should also include
stories about Status Quo and older historic figures.
It was suggested that with regards to historical interpretation we learn by doing e.g. cook or quill
pen writing or making a tile or wearing clothes.
A further suggestion indicated that the Barn could link up with the Chapel and Grounds in Bath
Road off Hooper Avenue (Mendip Hospital Cemetery).
It was also questioned whether the Barn could be used as a centre for tourist information. It
was also highlighted that Wells Civic Society should have a presence. At the evening session it
was suggested that the Barn could be an Interactive Heritage Centre with audio visual guides,
apps, tours, visual interpretation; with possible themes about Wells in general, Bishops Barn or
the significance of Mendip (Roman presence).
A number of people (6) supported the idea that the Barn should take part in the Heritage Open
Day 2018 to illustrate a broadened heritage offer. The Bishop’s Barn and Recreation Ground
were part of Open Heritage Days in 2017.
The website is: https://thebishopsbarn.wordpress.com/
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“it is vital to improve the connectivity of the Barn and
recreation ground with the city centre”

A suggestion was made that all events should be advertised with sign boards in the City
explaining what is happening at the Bishops Barn now/today.
A concern highlighted that the current signage is very unwelcoming because it stresses all the
things you can’t do i.e. DO NOT play ball games and they could maybe be rephrased to tell
people what they can do e.g. Please walk on the grass, please smell the flowers etc. It was felt
by the respondent that this would make people feel welcome and positive about the space.

6.3.6 Events:
Ideas:
Two suggestions indicated that there should be a celebration of the 130th anniversary of the
bequest. The first suggestions indicated that this should be in conjunction with the Bishop’s
palace and the second suggested a re-enactment of the Bishop handing over the Recreation
Ground to the Mayor and people of Wells.
Concerns:
22 comments were made raising concerns about events. One third of the comments asked how
the barn will be managed, staffed and booked. A further third raised concerns about noise and
asked if improvements can be made to the building to alleviate this.
Concerns were raised regarding the drinking that takes place outside the barn with no notice
being taken of the restricted area.
Two comments raised a concern that badminton use may be stopped.

6.3.7 Community Opportunities:
34 suggestions were made relating to community opportunities both inside and outside the
Barn. 25% of respondents feel that it would be sensible to move the toilets to the play area. A
further 12.5% of respondents indicated that Wells Bowls Club should also be re-sited in the long
term.
A further 25% of respondents want to see short tennis developed in the holidays and other
activities for young people. It was highlighted that there are opportunities to open the Barn up
to squash and badminton groups. At the evening session it was highlighted that the Barn could
be used as a venue for starting and finishing big sports events from.
It was suggested that the Barn could be used for craft and art workshops and that there is
potential to encourage local and visiting artists to share their skills. One respondent indicated
that it would be an ideal place to celebrate the creative talents of young people. Further
suggestions from the evening session indicated that workshops in art, creative writing and music
could be developed. It was felt that there is a potential for developing the space as a music
venue as well.
At the evening session it was highlighted that the needs of young people should be considered,
with events such as picnic in the park etc. Suggestions also included having an indoor
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skateboard area, chess area, games and pool. It was highlighted that these activities need to be
inclusive and inexpensive.
A further suggestion indicated that a radio station could be developed at the Barn.
One respondent indicated that it could be a venue hub for young families in Wells especially if it
had a café there, and it could be hired out for family parties. It was also suggested that it could
be a meeting place for carers e.g. carers of people with dementia who feel isolated. A further
suggestion indicated that it could be an innovative space for older adults in the daytime
including classes and workshops that explore different activities such as creative dance, art
classes, music and drama performances and workshops.
A further 6 comments suggested that silent discos should be held there.
During the evening session it was suggested that the Barn should be developed similar to the
Red Brick building in Glastonbury. It was suggested that the Barn should be used as a creative
hub including rehearsal space for artists and companies. In addition a ‘creative club’ could be
developed similar to the one in Taunton where artists meet and plan collective projects and
ventures and collaborate on joint funding bids etc. A further comment suggested that the Barn
could be a base for Wells Cultural Partnership office and a hub for future festivals.
At the evening session it was suggested that the Barn could be a venue for collective school
performances and event days. It could also be a key venue for Blue School led workshops.
During the evening session the idea of community cinema was also explored. There are
organisations nationally such as Live and Local who will support local initiatives. It was also felt
that National Theatre screenings could take place in the Barn if a licence was obtained for
national/international openings and films.
A suggestion highlighted the need for Saturday morning music tuition which could be led by
Wells Cathedral School. A further comment indicated that the Barn could be used as a base for
Wells Music Hub with opportunities and activities for young Wells musicians at weekends.
It was suggested that a sound proof room for recording music could be developed in the
upstairs room.
One comment suggested that over the Christmas period it could be opened up as a place for
homeless people to eat and sleep.
It was also suggested that greater use of the bandstand area should be encouraged.
Concerns were raised that currently the disabled facilities in the Barn are poor.

6.3.8 Commercial opportunities:
7 suggestions highlighted opportunities that would enable an income to be generated from using
the Barn. The most popular suggestion was to turn it into a wedding venue. One suggestion
indicated that it could be a venue for wedding receptions after the marriage is conducted in the
Palace or other venues nearby. However it was suggested that if wedding receptions were held
in the Barn, it would have to be agreed that noise nuisance would be managed. A further
comment suggested having marquees attached to the side of the building for ceremonies and
evening receptions and events.
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A further comment suggested developing a micro brewery in the Barn. It was also suggested
that you could install a Ten Pin Bowling Alley which could be covered when other events took
place.

6.3.9 Café and outbuildings
One comment was placed on the map highlighting the need for external storage so that the barn
is not cluttered with items such as tables and chairs.
The comments written on post it notes indicated that there is a need for a café, preferably at
one end of the Barn with outside seating. 7 respondents suggested that there should be a low
cost café, possibly not in the barn but in a mobile unit, possibly something like a Shepherd’s Hut
which could be used in the barn or anywhere on the site outside. It was highlighted that a café
needs balancing with the historic ‘sense of place’. During the evening session it was highlighted
that the café should serve food as this could link into food festivals and other opportunities. It
was felt that the Barn would be an ideal location for a coffee shop because there would be a
target audience of parents and visitors to the play area.
It was suggested that a pop up restaurant could be created and also a pop up gallery in the café
area. It was felt that pop up venue space for interesting events such as restaurants, opera house
and re-enactments would be very popular.

6.3.10 Communication and Engagement:
It was highlighted that it is important to develop a website giving information about the Barn.
Suggestions included asking young people about how they want to see the Barn used.
A concern was expressed about engaging residents – the comment wasn’t specific so it could
relate to how difficult it may be to engage residents or concerns about how few residents have
got engaged, it is not clear.
To enable greater engagement by residents it was suggested that maybe students from Blue
School could be trained in research techniques and they could go out and consult with residents.
It is intended that Blue School students will be engaged as part of this process – SPARK will be
consulting with students there.
It was suggested student engagement and participation should be included in the next stage.

6.3.11 Business Case
Concerns were expressed that residents and representatives of organisations are coming up with
suggestions that were made three years ago and a feeling was expressed that nothing will be
done as a result of the consultation.
A further concern highlighted that at present it feels as if everyone is trying too hard to find a
use and realistically the respondent felt that the Barn may not have a use. It was suggested that
the building could be mothballed for the next few years. It was highlighted that the recreation
ground should be considered as part of the whole scheme and not just the Bishop’s Barn. One
respondent said that while they felt they were stating the obvious issues such as parking,
heating, security, how to display things for ‘gallery’ use and insulation all have to be addressed.
Concerns were expressed about the unlawful holding of WRGT capital reserve in Mendip District
Council general reserve fund.
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6.4 NEXT STEPS
It should be noted that the work that has taken place to date is part of a considerably long
process. It was highlighted during the design and scoping session that it felt as if ‘old ground’
was being revisited and nothing appears to be forthcoming. It is intended that the development
work as part of the Resilient Heritage funding will continue until April 2018.
The next submission to the Heritage Lottery Fund will be a Round One bid in June 2018. Bids are
generally turned around within 3 months, so if everything goes to plan the outcome will be
known around the middle of September 2018.
If the Round One bid is successful and project development funding is secured, then it is hoped
to have £60,000 - £80,000 to be spent over a 24 month period. During this time a project team
will be appointed including a Project Manager supported by a Project Team. The key tasks will
be to prepare a Round Two bid detailing capital scheme and securing all permissions and
funding. Events will be tested to inform the business plan.
It is anticipated that the capital scheme will start after September 2020, however a big
community engagement programme would start as soon as Round One funding is confirmed. It
is important to note that HLF do not just fund conservation, they want to ensure that these
historic buildings will be well used by the community in the future.
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Section 7:
FUNDRAISING
CONFERENCE
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This report is a summary of the Collaboration, Fundraising and Innovation Conference.
Prepared by Louise Lappin-Cook, Project Development Manager.

7.1 INTRODUCTION
Case Studies From a Range of Organisations who presented at the workshop:
 Gloucester Culture Trust - Hollie Smith-Charles, CEO
 The Red Brick Building, Glastonbury - Allison Belshaw, Enterprise Manager
 Better Play Areas for Wells - Kirstie Harris, Founder
 The Bishop’s Palace, Wells - Rosie Martin CEO
 Wells Food Festival - Paddy O’Hagan, Former Director
Aims of the Day

Delegates attending the event
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7.2 CASE STUDY: GLOUCESTER CULTURE
Hollie Smith Charles, Director






An overview of collaboration in Gloucester and what it has achieved
Their experience and how it worked
Leveraging funding and supporting cultural re-development
Practicalities of collaboration
A long-term strategic approach to developing heritage and culture

Ambitions and achievements in Gloucester










Making Gloucester a better place to live, work and play
Engaging and empowering local communities and leaders to transform the city
Gloucester City Council = one cog in the wheel – successfully gained support of the
Council to devolve responsibility for strategic cultural development to an independent
group
Role of Gloucester Culture is not to ‘do’ things, but to support and enable local
organisations and people to do things – a cheerleader, a critical friend (prod, poke, stresstest ideas) and a catalyst for change - not the coal for the fire, but the spark that helps
the fuel take flame
PARTNERSHIP WORKING: Bring people together, help them experiment, be bold,
challenge them, work in new ways and work together to make things happen
The Trust will be a strategic, long-term enabler, bringing people together, helping them
to experiment, be bold, work in new ways and raise money to make things happen
Gloucester becomes a trailblazer in the way it delivers culture

Timeline
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Gloucester Culture Trust has been set up.
A group of 12 volunteer trustees has been recruited including, as per their constitution, two
people under the age of 25 to make sure younger voices are involved right at the decisionmaking level. They have three trustees under the age of 30.
In past 12 months, they’ve raised £1.8million of which £1.5million is from Great Place – a joint
Heritage Lottery and Arts Council strategic scheme.
The key outcomes are:
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7.3 CASE STUDY: THE RED BRICK BUILDING, GLASTONBURY
Alison Belshaw, Enterprise Manager
 Condemned for demolition – community protest and engagement changed its future
 Community-led approach to local regeneration
 Shares and membership-based redevelopment, as well as investment and loans
 Organic process driven through collaboration
 Wide draw - locally and further afield
 Bocabar restaurant as anchor tenant

The funding model is also supported through Trusts and Foundations. Applications as follows:
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Key advice regarding investments – ensure you have clear terms, agreements and contracts in
place before investments are agreed – think about long-term project viability and sustainability.
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7.4 CASE STUDY: BETTER PLAY AREAS FOR WELLS
Kirstie Harris, Founder




Lobbying – key to success is focussing on working with council / organisations –
challenging in a constructive way
Use of evidence – gaining feedback from families, young people and potential users on
how the site may be used, demographics, current activities of families in relation to local
play provision – this provided the key basis for design, planning and evidencing need.
Community action – attending meetings, lobbying key people, empowering the
community gave a clear journey to improving local facilities

7.5 CASE STUDY: THE BISHOP’S PALACE, WELLS
Rosie Martin, CEO
 Realistic understanding of budget, cash flow, forecasting
 Pitching organisations for sustainability long-term – balancing accessibility with financial
sustainability – providing the right model – surge in membership
 Bringing catering in-house was critical for the Palace
 Don’t try and make applications fit – work with funders that match your model
 Use guidelines, advice, language of bids – these are important
 Demonstrating partnerships, benefit to local area/region is critical

7.6 CASE STUDY: WELLS FOOD FESTIVAL
Paddy O'Hagan, Former Director
 Learning and insights into sustainable growth of Wells Food Festival
 Critical to success has been a sense of integrity in how they work (no charge to
stallholders)
 Ethos and model
 Challenges around containing growth of festival and what is viable on a volunteer model
 How collaboration is at its core
 The potential the City of Culture Bid has brought to Wells – conversations with DCMS
continue re Wells as a possible pilot model for a community of culture programme
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7.7 OTHER CASE STUDIES
SOS Africa

Wild Beer

Somerset Community Foundation
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7.8 COSTAR WORKSHOPS

Attendees were split into five COSTAR groups:

i.

Arts Development, Enterprise & Events
Facilitated by: Louise Lappin-Cook and Bill Lloyd

Exploring: Potential collaborative bids around artistic commissions or landscaping / fundraising
efforts around arts development, enterprise and events.
Prompts: What could the barn do for artists or cultural activity in Wells? How could the barn
support enterprise / start-up cultural activity? What shared activity could we explore around
festivals / arts development?
People in this group: Artists, Entrepreneurs, Festivals, Arts Venues
Louise Lappin-Cook, WRGT
Bill Lloyd, Cedars Hall, Chair of Wells Festivals and Culture Forum
Alison Belshaw, Red Brick Building
Alex Kolombos, Wells Literature Festival
Derek and Sally Cooper, Wells Film Centre
Helen Ottoway and Melanie Thompson, Visual Artists
Paddy O’Hagan, Wells Art Contemporary and Wells Food Festival
Jeanne Evans, Resident
Gill Kelly, SODA
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Uses for the Recreation Ground / Barn:
Arts Residencies
Dance nights
Silent Disco
Immersive Events
Music Hub (educational)
Cultural hub (premises)
Workshops
Film screenings (2019)
Rustic wedding venue – inside and out
Banquets
Needs: acoustic treatment, better and more secure set-up, adequate staffing, Palace
Fields parking in place, café / banqueting
Proposal: Establishing the barn as the venue for Wells’ Cultural Hub – potentially with a Café /
Recording studio
CUSTOMERS: People interested in arts/performance, local professional and amateur artists,
community groups, festivals, local people in Wells.
OPPORTUNITY: No go- to place for arts and culture in Wells, lack of provision space for
community to come together, clear space for active all-round arts provision, activities for teens
and young people highlighted as poor, Clear cultural market in Wells and big tourist trade.
Critical time for wells in terms of exploring City of Culture legacy
SOLUTION: What this would mean: the barn being a staffed venue (anchor tenant + caretaking +
building open + lots of visiting artists, affiliated organisations planning events and festivals
around the barn).
The barn being the go-to point for cultural provision and advice in Wells
The Hub and barn being key in leading cultural strategy and development in Wells and
Mendip.
What would it do:
House some assets (PA, marketing, printing, video etc)
Provide a mentoring space and resource
Aimed at local cultural community / professional creatives support exchange
Visual art and gallery space
Workshop and rehearsal space
TEAM: Local festivals/partners – who already meet and are keen to progress this plus…
The Bishop’s Palace
Falmouth / Bath Spa
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Arnolfini
SW Music School
Glastonbury Festivals / archive?
Gordon Poole? – he programmed and promoted live music here in the 1970s
£500k funding – some used for leverage/start-up
Peppercorn rent increasing?
ADVANTAGE:
All local arts groups keen on collaborative working
Lack of current infrastructure
Conversations with DCMS and ACE re potential funding started
Makes immediate use of office space and brings lots of artists groups in contact with bar
RESULTS:
A community of artists / festivals / creatives fundraisers centred on the barn
Confidence building / capacity for LG investment
Seeing the money arts and culture can leverage encouraging further investment
An active barn, staffed, open etc with programme of events
Barn fulfilling original intention - space for community in Wells and meeting some of the
areas highlighted in survey as these need addressing locally

ii.

Heritage & Tourism
Facilitated by: Rosie Martin

Exploring: Potential collaborative bids / combined enterprise efforts around heritage and
tourism.
Prompts: What role could the barn plan in the Interpretation of Wells heritage / Volunteering
and developing young Volunteers / Tourism Endeavours / Shared heritage events or festivals
People in this group:
Heritage Organisations
Wells Civic Society
People interested in heritage / tourism
SUGGESTIONS:
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Explored that a well-equipped kitchen in the barn is essential – for the café (more below) and for
all types of events.
A café as an integral part of the barn would be advantageous in many ways:






It would serve both residents and visitors as a meeting place
This would generate interest for other purposes – weddings, parties, exhibitions, school
visits, markets and other events
A café is accessible to all sectors - all ages, families, etc
It would generate income: part of this could accrue to the fund for management and
maintenance of the building itself.
Interpretation / information about the barn (and the City) could be on display / available
to encourage further interest of residents and visitors

The limitations and constraints of the historic building could be overcome by the imaginative and
sensitive development of external building to accommodate the infrastructure required - flues,
generators, plumbing, sanitation etc.
There are case studies which are helpful to look at in terms of successful projects – not the same,
but with similar ‘challenges’ (e.g.: All Saints, Hereford
http://www.westherefordteam.org.uk/allsaints/all-saints-cafe/)
Advantages:
Unique building
Readymade market
Outcomes:
Income generation
Contribution to M&M of building
Generates interest in the further use of the building
Potential to become a community hub
It would need a long-term budget plan as it could take up to 5 years to turn a ‘profit’ potentially

iii.

Volunteers & Fundraising with Stakeholders & Community
Facilitated by: Jane Sharp

Exploring: Potential collaborative bids with stakeholders / community fundraising efforts /
Friends of the Barn Scheme and opportunities and crowdfunding
Prompts: How could the barn collaborate with the football / bowls / city band or other groups to
support regenerating the site? How could a friend’s programme or community fundraising
support developments at the barn?
People in this group:
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Stakeholders
Community fundraisers
Friends of the barn
Volunteers
SUGGESTIONS:
Bishop’s Palace & Barn = do more joint working/signposting/marketing/funding and use barn for
event space.
Address local social and mental health issues = activities in barn in partnership with existing
groups working in this area in Wells Area (e.g. Elim Centre).
Energy & sustainability = e.g. art installations generating energy (need batteries to store energy)
and use on-site. Links to b)
Link Shepton Mallet & Wells via Strawberry Line (sustainable transport route)
Mobile café = refreshments in summer; test concept.
Need a city-wide parking solution = stakeholders and community can be involved in its
development and be the users.
Share skills & resources (certainly in the short-term, maybe longer as only so many people in
local area) = e.g. volunteer gardeners in Palace and Wells Recreation Ground, could create a
community garden.
New Friends of Wells Group = Festivals Group, Tourism Group already exist.
Library of stuff / swop shop = this would be when need a tool once such as a sander or ladder or
projector.
On-going tours of the site = learn about history of site, latest on refurbishment plans, what’s
been achieved so far/about to be.

iv.

Third Sector, Young People and Social Purpose
Facilitated by: Sharon Blyth

Exploring: How can the barn and recreation grounds support the current identified gaps in Wells’
provision – providing opportunities for young people / teenagers / that reduce isolation? How
could young people support the development of the barn and grounds?
Prompts: How could the barn support developing a programme for young people through
volunteering? Community provision? How would this be funded / sustained? How could
organisations work together to achieve this? What are the gaps that need addressing in Wells
and how could the barn meet these?
People in this group: Local volunteers, third sector groups, young people orgs
People Attending
Sharon Blyth, Spark
Dick Hodgson, Resident
Andy Norris, SS&L
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Judy Illingworth, Connect Centre
Roy Mackenzie, WGRT
Michelle Payne, YMCA
Kirstie Harris, BPAW
Uses for the Barn
Youth Enterprise Workshops
Gathering space
Glass annexe
Café – mobile unit?
Need to appeal to parents
Link space with park & rec ground
Forest School – CLP can bring organisations on-site to run activities
Community Hub
Perfect venue to target YP as this is where they already gather
Low-cost & free activities offered balanced with income generation
Replicate success of the Bocabar
Music venue following Cheese & Grain – need a good booking agent (noise issues)
Silent disco – pointed out these are quite noisy
Link to Connect Centre as a suitable alternative venue
Gaps in provision for YP
Information, Advice and Guidance
Very challenging to get funding in for work (i.e. drugs education)
(Potential for collaborative bids)
Isolation
Meeting place
Drop-in
Knit & Natter
Board Games including Scrabble
Men’s Shed
Inter-generation learning and skills share
Young people volunteering to support older people
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COSTAR
Proposals – Temporary Pod with Barn & YP Celebration Event
Customers
Pod could be used by any groups – youth clubs, art, drop in, support groups etc
Low-cost flexible space
Events aimed at young people, parents, carers, families, schools, youth groups,
music/arts groups
Opportunity
To increase footfall at the Barn
Will help to articulate the vision for how it can be used in the future
Easier to attract funding if there is good evidence of use
Income generation
Building relationships with stakeholders and uses
Event will attract large numbers to the Barn
Can use outdoor space
Fundraising opportunity
YP can run the event
Could have music/dance showcase or have a band to play
Celebration of YP in the community
Potential for a Youth Festival
Highlight the potential for the Barn to the wider community
Solution
Would need investment from WGRT of around £20,000 which would be for the longerterm benefit
Young people/apprenticeships involved in design and build
Space could be owned by community (art, craft, graffiti)
Bring the Barn to life in the short-term
Event would be easy to run with the involvement of the right stakeholders
Flexible, can be as low key or as large as wanted
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Team
Utilise local skills – architects etc (Dick)
Chamber of Commerce (funding for Enterprise)
Connect Centre
YMCA
The Volunteer Network
Blue School
Cathedral School
Primary schools?
Scouts, Guides, St John’s etc
Youth Council
Advantage
Both ideas don’t need the Barn to be developed they can be implemented fairly easily
There is no current similar hub type space in Wells
Low-cost hire
Event would pull together organisations who may not usually work together
Breaks down barriers
Makes it easier to attract future funding
Opens up the Barn to the imagination of the community
Results
The Barn is beginning to take shape in terms of future use. Attracts community interest &
new stakeholders/funders. Makes use of the wider space around the Barn.
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Section 8:
FUNDRAISING
STRATEGY
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WRGT, Bishop’s Barn and Recreation Ground
Fundraising Strategy and Conference Report

Produced by Louise Lappin-Cook, Project Development Manager
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8.1 ANALYSIS OF WRGT FUNDRAISING POSITION
Analyses of WRGT’s position in terms of fundraising and project development.
SWOT Analysis


























STRENGTHS
MDC as sole trustee increases confidence in
financial security of the project
Strong case of community vision for the
barn and support for opportunities to repurpose the building
Opportunities for collaboration with
partners around heritage, culture,
fundraising and sharing resources
City of Culture and Community of Culture
initiatives and conversations with DCMS
and ACE on cultural development
Key case for why now – heritage at risk
status and evidence of community need
Unique story and history of the barn
Support of Historic England
Flexible range of opportunities and range of
funders that could be approached across
heritage / arts / landscape
Match funding reserves of WRGT
MDC / WCC support for the project and inkind resources offer
Financial management provided by MDC
SBPT support and their track record in
developing heritage and fundraising
OPPORTUNITIES
Festivals
Engagement with key partners that we can
build on regards heritage and events
Flexibility of space offers scope for different
business models to be explored
Revenue potential from barn
Community engagement and expertise
Historic learning experiences
HLF Resilient Heritage development
support
Engagement with key funders that we can
build on (ACE, Historic England, HLF)
Use barn to improve offer in Wells and
address challenges around provision for
young people and in terms of arts culture
development and a space to hire
Opportunity to use barn to develop
enterprise and an entrepreneurial culture
Opportunity to work together with Wells
Heritage Partners and leverage joint
funding initiatives

















WEAKNESSES
MDC as sole trustee – limits some funding
opportunities
Long period of inaction
Lack of evidenced use in recent times
Inactive trust set-up and dormant outcome unresolved
Size and scale of project – challenges with
securing match funding
Limited experience from WRGT Committee
in terms of grant giving Trusts and
Foundations

THREATS
Challenging funding climate with increased
competition for available grants
Reduction in budgets for many national /
regional organisations, especially in the
public sector
Possible loss of partnership and
momentum if funding not secured
Change in MDC support
Decreasing WRGT match funding pot
Limitations of the building could impact on
usability and viability
Lack of heating solution would restrict use
to the warmer months
Delay if new archaeological discoveries
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PESTLE Analysis
Political

Changes to MDC structures and priorities
Impact of Brexit on EU and other funding streams
Changes to WCC support / funding for the wider site
MDC as sole trustee limits some funding opportunities, but also offers
resilience
Possibility of change resulting from elections

Economic

Reduced budgets for national grant-giving trusts and foundations
Challenges with securing match funding
Restricted council budgets may impact MDC support
Enterprise / start-up culture positive impact on barn
VAT issues to be clarified around lead applicant
Increasing rates of inflation and rising capital costs
Changes in exchange rate / supply following Brexit

Social

Opportunity for WRGT to address social challenges / disadvantages
through barn and recreation ground
Strong focus nationally on the wellbeing agenda which ties with ethos
of WRGT
Original purpose of barn places it in a strong position in terms of ethos
and vision going forward
Project attractive to a variety of potential funders / schemes
Climate of community action and social enterprise with inspiring local
examples and models
Ageing population – strong volunteering community
‘Affluent greys’ community with disposable income and/or skills
Clearly identified target areas from scoping research
Wells has pockets of deprivation, but overall is not deprived
Lack of university and student economy to support barn uses

Technological

Compatibility of the barn with modern technology – provides
opportunities for enhancing the project and presents challenges for
sympathetic installation in an historic building
Rate of technological change may necessitate increased costs /
expenditure in terms of equipment over span of the project

Legal

H&S law may limit use of upstairs space
Licencing restrictions may impact barn users
Potential for MDC decision-making processes to slow down project /
impede community engagement in capital works

Environmental

Scope to explore environmental sustainability and biodiversity of site
Climate change could impact temperature control in the barn and
heating options
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8.2 FUNDRAISING STRATEGY
The table below explores potential fundraising options and opportunities best placed to meet
the needs of WRGT throughout the different phases of this project, along with an indication of
the existing relationships with these funders.


Plans for Phase 1 (Develop) of the capital scheme are outlined in detail (to tie into the
overall project budget and breakdown).



Plans for Phase 2 (Delivery) of the capital scheme are an outline of potential funders
broken down into thematic areas.



Plans for a later Phase 3 could be developed on more of an investment basis or
potentially a franchise model, but this would be explored in the Development phase and
during the initial stages of the Delivery phase.

Information in this fundraising strategy is based on the outline budget shown below:

Cost

Development

Delivery

Total

Total costs

534,572

1,781,669

2,316,241

Total grant income

100,000

1,015,000

1,115,000

Total non-cash contribution

222,580

189,224

411,804

Total HLF request

211,992

577,445

789,437

HLF Grant %

39.66%

32.41%
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8.2.1 Funding Scoping and Phasing for Development & Delivery Phases
A breakdown of potential funders and the phase of work they could feed into along with their
priorities and progress made in developing this funding partnership to date
DEVELOPMENT PHASE
Funder

Plan / Partners

Heritage
Lottery Fund
(HLF)

HLF proposed as main funder for
Development Phase

Amount /
Key Issues
£63K

Wells
Match funding in place
Recreation
Ground Trust
(WRGT)

£13.5K

Historic
England (HE)

£3-7K

Possible match funding around
surveys

Likelihood / Contact
Met with Kelly Spry-Phare
Successful HLF Resilient
Heritage Programme
Application ready for 1.6.18
submission date
Confirmation WRGT happy to
contribute at approx. 15%
level

See info below

DURING DEVELOPMENT PHASE / PRE-DELIVERY PHASE
Once Development Phase is underway, we could explore a package of additional funding
opportunities in the Pre-Delivery phase.
Funder
Plan / Partners
Amount /
Likelihood / Contact
Key Issues
Arts Council
Likely partners for developing
£15 – 100K
Met Phil Gibby, SW Director on
England (ACE) upstairs space, audience
5/3/18 who confirmed ACE
development, cultural hub and Rolling
interest in the project
entrepreneurial activity with
deadline
Festivals and Culture Forum
Wells.
Likely 2 bids
Plus potential collaborative
£40-100K
bids with other local partners.
Architectural
Heritage Fund
(AHF)

Historic
England (HE)

Potential further development
funding for key areas.

Historic England just opened
match funding again.
Pre-Development Phase –light
touch condition assessment.

Smaller
development
funding
Rolling
deadline
Pitched in
March 2018
for regional
bids –
outcome tbc

SBPT in discussion with AHF.

Allessandra Perrone visited the
site on 20/1/18 and reassessed status of barn (now
‘vulnerable’) on Buildings At
Risk Register.
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DELIVERY PHASE - BARN
Funder

Plan / Partners

Arts Council
England (ACE)

Larger bid: commissions,
technical equipment, culture
hub; with Festivals and
Culture Forum Wells

Historic England
(HE)

The Wolfson
Foundation

Amount /
Key Issues
£200K
Rolling
deadline

ACE will be running a smaller
capital scheme for 2018–22.
Possibility of contributing to
the cost of repairs and
conservation within capital
scheme, but not towards the
community costs.
2 stage process, focus on arts

Community
Funding

Crowdfunding
Community fundraising
Investment

Local Funders /
Groups

Wells Civic Society – Small
funding pot.
Wells City Council – could
possibly support small capital
amounts.
SOUP (local fundraiser) –
could explore collaboration.
Swan Hotel – could host
Fundraising Dinner

Likelihood / Contact
On-going discussions with Phil
Gibby, SW Director who are
interested in being involved

On-going discussions with
Alessandra Perrone – at Risk
Officer about advice and
potential grant support for
repairs.
Average
£50–500K
Registered
Charities
tbc

tbc

Good links made in raising
profile of the barn.
Contact with Gordon Poole
made – potential sponsorship
of an entrepreneurs’
programme.
66% of respondents to survey
interested in volunteering to
support developments at the
barn.
Fundraising Task & Finish
group as part of Development
Phase could support this.
Had outline conversations with
Wells Civic Society and Swan
Hotel about potential events
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Renewable /
Sustainable
Funding Sources

Shape Mendip
Lottery

Various funding sources
could be explored depending
on heating proposals for the
barn and energy saving
objectives
Mendip District Council runs
a lottery programme for the
community & voluntary
sector; the lottery also has a
small community grant pot

tbc

Conversations with
Sustainable Wells Chair Maddy
Milnes and gained support for
collaboration

tbc

Conversations with MDC
Project Officers confirms
WRGT (as a charity) would be
eligible and the barn /
community programme could
be supported

DELIVERY PHASE - LANDSCAPING
Viridor Credits

Biffa Rebuilding
Biodiversity

Challenges around applicant,
don’t fund local government
organisations or where a
council is sole trustee

Challenges around applicant,
don’t fund local government
organisations or where a
council is sole trustee

Main grants
20K–50K

Initial research conducted

SBPT has strong links with
Large
Viridor. There could be
Grants 50K– flexibility here, but needs to
100K
be explored further
Total cost
Initial research conducted
less than
£200K

DELIVERY PHASE – COMMUNITY
Awards for All
Esmee Fairburn
Foundation

Not heritage, but community
10K
landscape
2 stage process. Focus on long- Likely
term change and plans
£30K-£300K
They fund Arts that support
social change and build
engagement in low areas
Environment projects that
inspire local communities
Social Change projects that
engage disengaged groups and
take new approaches to these
challenges
Children and Young People –
contributes to shift in way
sector supports under 25s,
engages disengaged groups

Initial research conducted
Initial research conducted
Strong links to several grant
programmes
Can run over 3 years
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They Don’t Fund…
Organisations with a regular
annual turnover of <£50,000
Organisations without at least
three non-executive trustees
or directors
Work that is not legally
charitable
Work that does not have a
direct benefit in the UK
Capital costs including building
work, renovations, and
equipment (grants only, we
may make social investments
for these)
HLF Young Roots

Or equivalent - changing
strategy for 2019

10K – 50K

Initial research conducted
Strong links to programmes

Paul Hamlyn
Foundation

Allowing young people (1125yr olds) to explore Heritage
Various Programmes around
youth / arts development /
testing new ideas

£15K-400K
Initial research conducted
(top limit
amount
Strong links to several grant
exceptional) programmes

Youth Fund – Capital costs for
youth provision
Access and Participation:
Explore and Test (up to 60K),
More and Better – up to 2
years testing new ideas and
approaches (up to £400K)

Reaching
Communities Big Lottery

Ideas and Pioneers – new
ideas (up to £15K)
Flexible funding for voluntary
and community organisations
or social enterprises.

Over £10K
for up to
five years

Initial research conducted

Community projects.
Support for project costs,
project salaries, running costs,
small scale refurbishments and
organisational development.
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8.2.2 In-Kind Support and Capacity for Future Development
Details of current and potential in-kind support for WRGT. The Barn and Wells Recreation Ground
have opportunities to fully utilise in-kind support from individuals and organisations throughout
the development and delivery phases of this project.
KEY AREAS OF IN-KIND SUPPORT ARE IDENTIFIED BELOW:
Wells Recreation
Ground Trust (WRGT)
Mendip District Council
(MDC)

Somerset Building
Preservation Trust
(SBPT)

Wells City Council
(WCC)
Volunteers

Partnerships with Local
Organisations
Critical Friends

In-Kind support from trustees – time and expertise brought to
the project
MDC has given support through:
Substantial Officer Time
Financial support and back-office systems
Reprographics, Marketing and Communications support
Office and Meeting Spaces
Travel and subsistence
Catering support
Advice and guidance from range of services including Planning,
Licensing and Legal
SBPT has given invaluable support through:
Trustee and Secretary time in developing project plans and
advising on the HLF bid content
Speaking at events
Consulting with the community
Visiting sites and sharing best practice
Developing partnerships
On-going support in terms of:
Being a pro-active partner
Providing meeting space
66% of survey respondents suggested an interest in
volunteering to support the project – this will be developed
through the Development and Delivery Phases via five themed
Task & Finish Groups
A huge response from local organisations willing to lend time
and expertise to developing the project and outcomes
(see graphics below)
Our HLF Resilient Heritage Programme has provided the
opportunity to develop a wide range of critical friends and
partners – while this advice is not always free, WRGT have
benefitted from their advice / support and signposting:
Llanthony Secunda Priory
Messums Gallery
Nailsea Tithe Barn
Rope and Sail Trust, West Cocker
Gloucester Culture
The Red Brick Building
Somerset Community Foundation
SPARK Somerset
Planning for Real
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In addition to those outlined above, the graphic below demonstrates interest from a range of key
partners and organisations in Wells and beyond who attended two recent consultation events to
explore collaborative fundraising and design. All organisations listed evidenced a desire to
support WRGT’s plans through in-kind support, time, expertise or partnership working.
Fundraising and Collaboration Event – Interested parties

Scope and Design Event – Interested parties
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8.2.3 Exploration of Potential Collaborative Funding Bids – Options Explored
A breakdown of potential partnership funding options in Wells developed throughout Resilient
Heritage work and the duration of the project to date. This is not an exhaustive list but outlines
the key partnerships in current development
OPTIONS
KEY ORGANISATIONS

FOCUS OF PARTNERSHIPS

PROGRESS

The Bishops Palace

The moat, shared interpretation
of both sites, connecting the city
– circular route

Several meetings with Rosie
Martin to discuss
collaboration

Shared community programmes
/ festivals also interested in
youth offer.

Met with Rosie Martin (BP)
and Phil Gibby (ACE) to
discuss shared interpretation
possibilities (on 5.3.18)
Wells Heritage Partners Meet
Quarterly

Wells Heritage Partners
Wells and Mendip
Museum
Wells Cathedral
The Bishop’s Palace
The Bishop’s Barn

Tourist / Heritage offer for Wells
Shared interpretation schemes
Circular route around the city
Creating a destination
management plan for the city

Met on 26.2.18 to map out
future plans / ambitions of
partners and working
together.

Exploring collaborative festivals
Exploring shared volunteering
programmes
Youth Providers
Connect Centre
YMCA
The Blue School
Strode College
Wells Cathedral School

Youth provision – volunteering
opportunities
Apprenticeships
Young Entrepreneurs and Youth
Programmers Scheme
Landscaping groups
Architecture and design
workshops in schools
Young people’s Task and Finish
Group

Roundtable discussion with all
partners to outline ideas put
forward suggestions and
desire to work together
Letter of Support from Blue
School regarding participation
in entrepreneurs, young
programming, architecture
and design and task and finish
groups
Clear evidence of community
support and lack of provision
for young people in Wells
makes a strong case
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Wells Festivals and Culture
Forum Members
All key arts and heritage
orgs
Carnival groups
All of Wells’ festivals
(Literature, Comedy, Music,
Theatre etc)

Community of Culture –
exploring Wells as a pilot
model for this. Discussions in
progress with DCMS / ACE
Establishing the barn as a
Culture Hub – central space
for the festivals / resources
and a key driver in arts and
culture in the city
Exploring shared resources
and infrastructure with other
key orgs
Professional development and
support for community and
amateur artists
Shared programming /
festivals / events collaboration

Quarterly meetings with
forum
Strong desire for
collaboration
Met with Bill Lloyd (Chair) and
Andrew Webb (CoC Lead) to
discuss barn as potential
Culture Hub site
Met with Phil Gibby and CoC
partners to discuss progress
for this and Culture Hub
possibilities (5.3.18)
Roundtable discussion with
arts and culture members at
Fundraising Day – strong
support from local artists
Into the BARN scheme and
survey both evidence strong
need and support for building
artistic and cultural provision
and support in the city

National Theatre, Wells
Film Centre

Exploring use of the barn for
NT live screenings

Conversation with Wells Film
Centre – interest in
collaborative working
Established knowledge from
Strode Theatre (nearest
supplier) – this has been the
key to sustainability for them
and financially proved very
lucrative
60-80K set up costs for
streaming and production
equipment but low running
costs in terms of technical
support
Right market in Wells for such
a venture
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Wells Cathedral School,
Wells Cathedral

Music Education Hub
Establishing the barn as a base
for music education in the
region – weekly orchestra
base etc

Conversations with Bill Lloyd
(Chair Festival and Culture
Forum and Director, Cedars
Hall)
Lack of provision in region
Strong support for a base
locally that is accessible and
open to community
Various funding opportunities
for such a venture

Sustainable Wells

See above under Renewables
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8.2.4 Task Breakdown by Phase where Funding is required
Phase 1 - DEVELOPMENT PHASE (Dec 2018 – Dec 2020)
Key Surveys
Minor repairs to upstairs room (to enable use as Culture Hub for Wells)
Pilot Events & maximising use of the barn
Community Development
Preparing for Phase 2: Management and Maintenance Plan, Business Plan, Activity Plan,
Recruiting Project Team: All project Briefs, plan for all capital programme of work
Governance work
Masterplan and tree plan for site
Match funding in place

Phase 2 - DELIVERY PHASE (Dec 2020 – Dec 2022)
Capital works programme
Concurrent Community Programme
Business plan put forward
Planning for opening and programming
Website and all project materials established
Artistic commissions / interpretation
Working with additional funders

Phase 3 – FURTHER DEVELOPMENTS (2022-2024?)
(Could be within delivery phase or in the future, subject funding)
Hard landscaping area for events 155K
Café / Outbuildings 360K
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8.2.5 Longer list of potential Funders that could support WRGT developments
POTENTIAL FUNDERS

Funder & Key Info

Amount /
Deadlines

Criteria / Priority Areas

Architectural Heritage
Fund

Project Viability
Grant £5K –
exploring options for
re-use – create
viability appraisal

Development (not capital)
Priorities
Heritage Need
Social Impact
Why Now
Financial Need – need 50% partnership funding

Development Funding –
Project Viability or Project
Development

Project Devt Grant
£25K – need to show
project is viable and
likely to attract
funding & evidence
of demand.
Projects must result
in change of
ownership and/or
change of use.
Arts Council England
National Lottery Project
Grants (new name from
5.3.18)

Development costs only – not capital Project Dev
grant can fund
Project co-ordination, fees for consultants,
associated costs with dev HLF bid (activity plan),
costs of community engagement work, legal
costs/advice on governance, overheads /admin

Under £100K or
under 15K

Arts, Community, Commissions, youth arts
programmes

Rolling Programme

Potential capital 18-22?
Strategic touring (longer term barn scheme?!)

Direct Contact: Meeting
ACE SW Director Phil Gibby
to view Barn site
Belsize Charitable Trust

Small Trust

HERITAGE is a priority

Under £75K inc VAT

The project’s site is within 15 miles of a
significant Biffa operation. Check your project’s
postcode using the Postcode Checker below.

Application by Letter
BIFFA – Rebuilding
Biodiversity
15 Miles from BIFFA
Landfill – Barn eligible
Final Claim within 12
months
Normally do NOT fund
projects on sites that are
owned and or maintained
by borough, county, city,
district, parish or town
councils, unless a formal

Project site must be within 10 miles of any
licensed landfill site (To find your nearest landfill
site, visit Environment Agency website)
The project has specific targets in relation to a
Biodiversity Action Plan and will deliver a direct
improvement to biodiversity
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lease, with a minimum
term of no less than 10
years, is formally in place
with the applicant. OR,
recreation and community
building projects more
than 10 miles from an
active Biffa Group Limited
landfill site

Your organisation has the support of key
agencies, and has relevant experienced partners
involved in the project’s delivery
There is a management plan in place for the key
species / habitat(s) involved, from management
plan for each site
There is a landowner agreement of more than
eight years in place

Expression of Interest is
15th July for Community
Buildings and Rebuilding
Biodiversity projects. With
the Full Application
deadline of 14th August.
Big Lottery Awards for ALL

Up to 10K

Not heritage, but fund
community landscape

LANDSCAPE
Bring people together and build strong
relationships in and across communities
Improve the places and spaces that matter to
communities

Rolling Programme

Enable more people to fulfil their potential by
working to address issues at the earliest possible
stage.
Important to us that you involve your community
in the design, development and delivery of the
activities you’re planning. We feel that your
project or activity will be more successful as a
result.
Big Lottery Reaching
Communities

Over £10K for up to
five years

Projects need to help communities by:
 bringing people together and building strong
relationships
 improving the places and spaces that matter
 enabling more people to fulfil their potential

Charlotte Bonham Carter
Charitable Trust

Up to £10K (most 5K) Things of interest to her/ Service in war office
WW1. Photographic interpreter RAF. Lover of
arts and generous patron

Charles Hayward
Foundation

£20-50K
Heritage and
conservation for
large charities
(charity - income
£350K + per annum)

Turning former industrial heritage into creative
and educational spaces, dev of museums and
galleries. Not community arts centres, building
repairs, gardens
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CHK Charities LIT

Under £25K

Preference for national
charities

Artistic Causes
Community improvement / vulnerable groups

4 sides of A4 ½ page
summary
CLA Charitable Trust

To promote education about the countryside for
young people from towns and cities and those
who are disadvantaged.
To provide facilities for those who are disabled,
who have learning difficulties or who are in some
way disadvantaged to visit and participate in
learning experiences about the countryside.
To support the advancement of education in
agriculture, horticulture and conservation for
disadvantaged people, particularly the young.
NOT sensory gardens, They prefer to fund specific
capital purchases, or a discrete part of a project
with which the Trust can be identified. The
Trustees are unlikely to approve grants to
charities or organisations with substantial
financial resources, as they prefer to support
smaller projects and organisations to which our
limited funding will be crucial

Countryside Stewardship
Grants - Historic Building
Restoration

CAPITAL
Up to 80% of costs

Countryside Stewardship Grants cover a wide
range of areas, not all of which are included in
this directory depending on their relevance. The
grants are administered by the Department for
Environment, Food and Rural Affairs, Natural
England and the Forestry Commission.

The Historic Building Restoration fund is intended
for conserving and lengthening the life of rural
buildings that contribute to the character and
enjoyment of the landscape and are of historic
interest.
non-residential buildings built with traditional
materials and methods in a characteristic local,
vernacular or ‘designed’ architectural style
ornamental or architecturally designed buildings
– for example, those on model farms, or in
parklands or designed landscapes
‘transitional buildings’, buildings that show the
introduction of modern materials, but are
otherwise in traditional materials, style and
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function - written support from a Natural England
historic environment adviser will be needed
buildings of historic significance, whether
traditional or later construction - for example,
late-19th to early-20th century Dutch barns
(curved head barns), mine buildings or military
buildings, such as World War 2 pillboxes
unconverted historic buildings used in ways they
weren’t originally designed for, but without
affecting the historic integrity and character - for
example, light industrial, educational access or
livery use
Esmee Fairburn
Foundation

Likely £30K - £300K

2 stage process.
Focus on long-term change and plans.
They fund Arts that support social change, builds
engagement in low areas
Environment projects that inspire local
community
Social Change projects that engage disengaged
groups and takes new approaches to challenges
Children and Young People – contributes to shift
in way sector supports under 25s, engages
disengaged groups

Heritage Lottery Fund Young Roots

10K – 50K

They Don’t Fund…
 Organisations with a regular annual turnover
of less than £50,000
 Organisations without at least three nonexecutive trustees or directors
 Work that is not legally charitable
 Work that does not have a direct benefit in
the UK
 Grants to individuals, including student
grants or bursaries
 Capital costs including building work,
renovations, and equipment (grants only, we
may make social investments for these)
Or equivalent - changing strategy for 2019
Allowing young people (11-25yr olds) to explore
Heritage
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Historic England

Amounts vary.

Repair Grants

Often provide gap
funding.

Rolling applications
Direct Contact: Alessandra
Perrone

We do not, under any
circumstances, offer
funding alone. We only
support charities and social
enterprises through our
venture philanthropy
package of management
support, strategic funding
and specialist expertise.
Read more about our
venture philanthropy
model and our package of
support.

National Priorities: Significant elements of the
historic environment at risk; and
Activities that strengthen the ability of the sector
to reduce or avoid risk to the historic
environment by understanding, managing and
conserving.

Six Month Turn Around
Impetus Trust

Capital Funding (repairs and conservation) and
Landscape (setting).

Investment in social
impact and
development
support
1/40 success rate.

Coverage: Impetus backs charities and social
enterprises that are working with significant
numbers of economically disadvantaged people.
Ambition: We support charities and social
enterprises that have the ambition to effect farreaching change for the economically
disadvantaged.
Outcome focus: We seek charities and social
enterprises that deliver outcomes addressing
challenging issues such as long-term
unemployment or reoffending. We focus on
outcomes relating to increased educational
attainment, skills and employment. Organisations
we back have a commitment to monitoring and
evaluating their outcomes.
Talented chief executive: We seek chief
executives with the vision, energy, enterprise and
determination to motivate their teams to deliver
ambitious plans that aim to help more people
move out of poverty. Quality of leadership is an
important factor in our decision making.
Distinctive and good prospects for sustainability:
We target our support at charities and social
enterprises that are distinctive and have strong
prospects for success and sustainability in their
sector.
Supporting the whole organisation: We provide
funding and expertise to support the
development of a whole organisation and not just
a particular project or activity.

Leche Trust
Conservation

Small Grants
(up to £5K)

The Trustees’ main grants programme supports
projects in two areas: performing arts and
conservation. Please read our detailed Funding
Guidelines carefully before making an
application.
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Paul Hamlyn Foundation

£15k to up to £400K
(exceptional)

Various Programmes around youth / arts
development / testing new ideas
Youth Fund – Capital costs for youth provision
Access and Participation: Explore and Test (up to
60K), More and Better – up to 2 years testing new
ideas and approaches (up to £400K)
Ideas and Pioneers – new ideas (up to £15K)

Viridor Credits

Main grants
£20K–50K
Large Grants
£50K–100K

See info in previous section.

Wolfson Foundation

Stage 1 amounts not
specified – depends
on project, focus on
excellence

Conservation of buildings listed grade I or II* in
need of repair
Excellent interpretation of historic buildings,
landscapes and collections
Increased numbers of visitors to historic sites
Better public engagement with and
understanding of sites of historical and cultural
significance
Improved future sustainability of organisations
Eligibility:

£5M awarded in
2016 to Arts and
Humanities capital
projects

Capital projects may be eligible where:

CAPITAL
2 Stage Process – don’t do
site visits unless interested

Average £50K–500K

They include restoration or conservation work to
the historic fabric of buildings that are listed
either Grade I or II*
and
The building is accessible to the public for the
majority of the year
Support is also given, on occasion, to landscapes
and gardens where these are of exceptional
historic significance.
We generally only fund capital projects
(buildings/refurbishment, equipment) and only
award grants to charities or organisations with
charitable status (or equivalent). We fund within
four main programme areas, and you will find
more details on eligibility criteria within the
relevant area: Science & Medicine; Arts &
Humanities; Education; Health & Disability.
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8.3 SUMMARY OF FUTURE WELLS
FEEDBACK FROM THE COLLABORATION, FUNDRAISING AND INNOVATION CONFERENCE
An exploration of local organisations, their future ambitions for Wells and potential points of
collaboration with WRGT for The Bishop’s Barn and Recreation Ground were collated as part of our
Design and Scope Event attended by 51 delegates.

AMBITIONS AND POTENTIAL
Name of
Organisation
/ Area of
interest
Badminton
Club
(who play in
the Barn)

Better Play
Areas for
Wells
(BPA4W) /
City Council

Organisational
Aims

Ambitions for
Wells

Areas for
collaborations

Summary

1. Provide a place
for older mostly
retired women to
play badminton
during the day.
2. To increase
fitness for older
people to play
and reduce social
isolation.
3. To improve the
provision for
badminton so
that other clubs
including those
with children
sections.

1. Would like to see
occasional
meetings,
exhibitions,
theatre, wedding
receptions etc.
2. Would like any
future
development to
leave space for two
badminton courts
and lines on the
floor.

1. We would love to
continue to use the barn we would like it to be
better lit and warmer.
2. It’s possible to use a
warmer, better
maintained space for
other types of
experience/sport e.g.
short tennis.
3. We are currently the
only local group using the
barn regularly and
providing a small source
of income.

Focused on providing
space for elderly
women to play
badminton. Would
like the barn to be
used for weddings,
theatre etc and
badminton.

1. Barn to be used
on a regular basis.
2. Attractive
proposition for all
user groups.
3. Need a good
operating for
when/if WCC
takes over.
4. Don't allow
immediate
neighbours to
dictate what
happened to the
barn. Many not
few.

1. There is a
tendency to focus
on older residents.
Consider the need
of the young.
2. Need to sort out
the parking
problem - a citywide approach

It is assumed that once
the Barn is up and
running it will come
under the daily control of
WCC.

Would like the barn to
be used regularly for
groups. Want Wells to
share focus of what
old and young
residents want. More
parking.

Offer support to the
barn through their
badminton club which
currently generate an
income for the barn.

WCC would take
control once barn is
up and running.
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The Bishop’s
Palace

1. More joint
marketing.
2. Outreach to
those in
community who
don’t already
come in

1. More for young
people (teens and
young adults).
2. A cultural place
in civic part of city.
3. More joint
events

Interested in
collaboration and
outreach in the
community
particularly for young
people.

And, Bradford on Avon
great example.

Would like to see the
barn host joint events
which they’d support
and offer their
volunteers, funds and
contacts.

1. Specific events - art
exhibitions.
2. Shared Volunteers.

Interested in more
outreach in the
community, especially
for young people.
Would give support
with niche events.

The Bishop’s
Palace
volunteer
and a
Resident

More outreach by
various
organisations

Blue School /
parent

1. Celebration of
what young
people do.
2. Creating
something to
inspire young
people.
3. Consultation
with all children
of Wells so they
can have their say
- over 1 week.

Starting point…
1. Consultation of
young people.
2. Collaboration
between young
and old to find out
how to work
together.
3. Events for all not
just events seen as
exclusive.

1. Community
partnerships.
2. Exhibition
space/performance
space.
3. Presentation of reports
/ research to the
community by pupils.
4. Be a Hub - Bring in
workshops or roadshows
by larger museums e.g.
WeTheCurious/Imagineer
ing/Science Museum.
They will have funding for
community outreach.

Focused on
empowering young
people. Would like
young people’s input
on what they want
from their city.

To continue the
life of the barn by
community use
and sustainable
budget - to
maximise the use
of a very good
centred public
space (currently
underused)

Community
coherence working together

By creating a userfriendly space community activities will
follow (from personal
experience)

Interesting in the barn
being used by the
community for
everyone and
cohesion.

C.E MIWE,
MICE
Retired civic
engineers
with
experience of
listed
buildings

1. More events for
young people.
2. More group
activities

1. Shared events/hire for
events.
2. Funding partner.
3. Shared volunteers.
4. Connection with
Bishop Beckington barn.

Parking?

Also better
understanding for the
young and old to
work/live together.
Would use the barn
for events/exhibitions
and roadshows that
educate.
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Friends of
Mendip
Hospital
Cemetery

To educate and
inform everyone
of our existence:
We have a most
interesting
heritage site and
it would be great
if the community
and visitors /
tourists could
combine our site
with the barn.
We are close to
the barn. We
would like school
visits to take
place - we need a
toilet (!) and
(aiming higher) a
visitor centre
type entrance.

1. That all Wells
historic buildings
and sites are cared
for (please keep
any 'head banging'
loud, late music in
Pilton!)
2. I think the barn
could make
revenue, by having
weddings (as now)
in the Bishops
Palaces and then
hold the wedding
exceptions in the
barn.

Historic
England (1)

1. A new
sustainable life
for the barn; a
second career.
2. Best practice is
conservation and
adaption.
3. Community
focussed
management and
direction

A town that
balances the needs
of the present with
the special needs
and qualities of the
past - the barn
being a key
element in the
historic townscape.

Historic
England (2)

1. Protect and
promote the
heritage
2. Raising
awareness of
impact on houses
along road.
3. Working with
community
groups to support
a wide range of
heritage projects

1. Outcomes for
communities.
2. Outcomes for
people.
3. Outcomes for
heritage.

3 pillars of HLF bid

See 1st section

Promote their heritage
and good doings to
locals and tourists.
Would like to preserve
all of the cities
heritage and maybe
collaborate with the
Bishops Barn for
weddings. They would
use the barn for day
trips but also need a
permanent site for a
visitor centre.

Interested in
reawakening the barns
use for the community
while getting a
balance of old and
new.

1. A funding partner (In
prep for the HLF Bid).
2. A platform for visibility
(Social Media).
3. Conservation advice
(technical issues)

Main interest is
protecting and
promoting heritage.
Would like Wells to
collaborate with
community groups to
support other heritage
projects.
They would offer
funds, social media
presence and
conservation advice.
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Labour BLP

Resident: B&B
opposite
Bishops Barn

Resident:
Volunteering /
gardening /
community
events

1. Recognise /
revitalise the
grass roots
community.
2. Family
orientated –
music.
3. Celebration of
arts and crafts.
4. Celebration of
the community of
Wells

1. Wells needs
better public
transport - better
venues may help to
encourage better
services.
2. A venue for
issues specific
exhibitions,
information on
Wells Council, and
local groups
provide interims of
e.g. homeless
support, elderly,
young children etc.

1. To provide the
young people of
Wells organised
events.
2. To provide the
older people of
Wells organised
events.
3. To provide
better parking for
people attending
these events.
4. to monitor and
control events
better

1. Better
communication so
everybody knows
what is going on
before an event
rather than after.
2. Exhibitions

Ability to be able
to display art
work (including
design / music /
technology
projects) from
schools such as
'The Blue School';
As well as more
commercial
enterprises (these
are already wellcatered-for in
Wells).
It would be good
for Wells
residents to see
and hear the
work produced by
school pupils

1. Park and Ride
scheme essential
for Wells to
accommodate
visitors and locals
alike and take
pressure off
parking in Wells.
2. Vital to maintain
trees and green
areas surrounding
bandstand and
barn and
recreation ground.

1. Excellent space for
group events.
2. Central.
3. Space to give visibility
to groups - grass roots
campaigning - e.g.
Sustainable Wells, CND,
Refugee groups,
Lawrence Centre, connect
Elim centre etc.

Focused on
celebrating all things
Wells. Would like
better public transport
and a venue for
exhibitions or a place
for the homeless,
elderly and children.
Would support the
barn for events on
helping community
groups.

Interested in young
and old residents of
Wells.
Concerned about
parking.
Would like better
communication
between all
stakeholders and to
see the barn used for
exhibitions.

1. Volunteers are in
abundance in Wells - as a
prestigious site it’s
particularly attractive to
volunteers
2. The Tithe barn in
Dunster has recently
evolved in a very
successful community
asset for antique
markets, weddings, film
showing.
3. Access to the barn and
activities therein. Silver
Street, South Street,
Southover, Tor Street are
all used to capacity at
present and are
unsuitable for parking.

Interested in
showcasing school
children's
artwork/music/engine
ering/preforming arts.
Would like to see a
park and ride and the
rec looked after.
Thinks that volunteers
would not be an issue,
other successful barns
are used for events
and private hire.
Parking is a big issue
for Wells in general.
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(currently
exhibited within
the school
environment and
not for public).
Resident:
Local
Community

SPARK
Somerset
Community
and voluntary
support
organisation

1. To see the
Tithe Barn more
usable for local
community
meeting
gathering place.
2. To see more
wild/flower
margins/areas on
the rec

1. To see Wells
thrive and to
develop as a
Community
2. Provide good
infrastructure and
support to the
volunteering
sector.

Alternative must be
sought e.g. arrangements
with Morrisons
supermarket; Palace
Farm; park and ride.
More wildlife
planting, softening
the rec surrounding
the barn. It would
not be costly.
Since the hard
tarmac must be
removed from the
north wall of the
barn, why not plant
and manage a wild
flower area into a
poppies prominent.
Signage could
explain the poppies
memorial message
(The Agincourt
1415 connection).
Could turn into a
war memorial for
all wars including
WW1.
Wild flowers,
grasses left long
could improve the
visual impact of the
barn are as well as
the whole rec they could also
reduce
maintenance costs.

The barn is a great
location for weddings and
large parties (we have
staged several such
already) but the lack of
heating and poor lighting
are key problems!
Thanks for putting this on
and inviting us
neighbours of the barn!!

Would like to see the
barn used more by the
community.
Interested in the
aesthetics of the outer
building to make it
more attractive and
more authentic.
Would use the barn
for their events for
private functions needs heating and
lighting.

1. Providing volunteer
brochure.
2. Identifying funding
opportunities for groups
using The Barn.
3. Conferences, training
events, community
events.
4. Publishing hire of the
barn and events that are
happening.

Would like to see the
community thrive and
promote volunteering.
Would offer to
promote the barn as a
venue to hire, would
use the barn for their
events and support
the people who use
the barn.
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Sustainable
Wells

Stimulate
community led
initiatives that
drive down
carbon emissions
to create a
sustainable future
for people in the
Wells with the
following goals:
1. Reduce fossil
fuel consumption
in the food supply
chain.
2. Drive down
food waste in the
food supply
chain.
3. Improve
energy efficiency.
4. Support growth
of renewable
energy.

1. Support for the
local economy and
food producers to
improve resilience
2. Improve energy
efficiency and
reduce reliance on
fossil fuels
3. The Barn is a
possible venue for
our activities and
exhibitions.

1. We could carry out
thermal imaging survey
and energy audit, but this
is only useful if the Barn is
heated in any way.
2. The Barn is a possible
venue for the Repair Cafe
and Recycling Events.
3. Sustainable Wells
would be pleased to
collaborate on projects of
joint interest.

Interested in the
reducing food and
energy waste in Wells.
Would like to support
local economy and
improve energy
efficiency.

Wells Art
Contemporary
(WAC) and
Hospice
Provision and
Community

WAC - to provide
affordable
exhibition spaces.
Hospice and
Community HUB To provide day
care and end of
life services. Both
short term
residential day
use and day use
(80%-90% of
business is day
use) within a
community hub
for all ages.

1. A proper use for
the Barn. Putting it
at the centre of the
community.
2. It is not
sustainable for
hiring for events as
it won’t ever be
financially viable.
Too cold etc.
3. We would
benefit from all
working better
supported by the
council and the
community.

I see the development of
the Rec with the barn as
the portal to a purpose
build medical hospice
centre. The barn would
be a café gallery, space
for crèche, used for
lectures, but in everyday
use.

Core focus us to
provide exhibitions
space for day care and
end of life services.
Also, a general hub for
the community.
Would like the barn to
be at the centre of the
community. Would
like more support
from the council.
Would use the barn as
a crèche or hospice
open to the public.

Wells City
Council (1)

To assist the
community in
achieving its aims

1. Community
growth and
cohesion, centred
around the
architectural
heritage and
historic city centre
in a rural setting.
2. Careful planning
and sensitive
development and

Both ambitions, plus
administrative and
functional support. The
City Council is the
modern-day version of
the governing body
described in the original
trust bequests.

Interested in helping
the community reach
their targets through
cohesion, planning
and increased
amenities. They
would offer their
support with the
above as well as
admin and functional
support.

Community
group: Saving
carbon
emissions and
improved
sustainability
(reducing
waste)

Would like to use barn
as a venue for their
exhibitions and
events. Could
collaborate by offering
thermal imagery and
energy audit.
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provision of
amenities.

Wells City
Council (2)

Aim to support
events by
advertising on
website

1. Community
supporting each
other.
2. Activities for all
ages.
3. Keep the barn
attractive in its
form, modernise
but keep tasteful

1. Possibly pass on
booking enquiries where
town hall is unable to
accommodate
2. Erecting
posters/website support.

Support local events
through their website.
Would like more
activities for all ages
as well as modernising
the barn, but keeping
its authenticity.
Would give support
with advertising.

Wells Civic
Society

1. Protect and
enhance the
visual historic
environment of
the City.
2. Contribute to
the built and
green
environment of
the city.
3. To work in
partnership with
others to achieve
the above.

1. Better
connectivity.
2. Better parking
and traffic
management
(through Improved
signage especially).
3. More
community
facilities especially the barn
- make is accessible
to all.

All aims and ambitions
and contribute to
planning and project
development.

Interested in
preserving the natural
& build heritage of the
city through
partnership. Would
like better
connections to the city
(park and ride /
signage / facilities).
Happy to help with
this and contribute to
the planning and
development.

Wells Food
Festival

1. To champion
and showcase
Somerset artisan
food markets.
2. To celebrate
the landscape.
3. To promote
home cooking

1. Food and drink
as centre of the
city's Culture.
2. A vibrant and reenergised high
Street.
3. Greengrocers
fresh food
(independent)

Space for the children's
zone at the food festival October 24th 2018

Focused on promoting
local produce. Would
like Wells to be a
cultural centre for
fresh local food.
Would use the barn
for their events.
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Wells
Independents

Unknown

Unknown

1. Non-party
focus on making
Wells a better
places for all
'People not
Politics'.
2. Backing and
enabling projects
for the benefit of
Wells - soup,
meet and greet
coaches,
Lawrence centre
drivers etc.

1. Car parking!
Ample, long
term/short term/
free! = more
visitors/more
facilities= more
spending in the
city.

Focused on the people
of Wells.

1. Boringly, it is
essential to get
heating organised
before any
community
activities!
2. Some internal
permission for
dividing up area
on occasion and
putting things on
walls.
3. Permissions for
whiteboards
outside alerting
public to
activities.
4. Parking

1. A capacity which is at last
developing- for the
different
communities to
have conversations
and is to
cooperate.
2. How can the
barn be a unique
contribution?

Would like heating
and lighting for the
barn, divide the space
for multiple rooms.
Advertising to
promote activities.

A facility for all
ages / sexes /
interests etc;
creating a
community
where locals feel
included.

Friendly, accessible
facilities where all
are welcome.

Would like the barn to
be accessible and
open to all members
of the community.

They would support
projects that develops
Wells.
Would like more car
parking for the city.

Would like a more
collaborated
community so
everyone has a voice.
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Section 9:
FINANCIAL REPORT
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9.1 SPARK REPORT
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9.2 PSTAX ADVICE
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Section 10:
GOVERNANCE
REPORT
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Governance Arrangements for WRGT
Prepared by SPARK, March 2018

Vision and purpose of WRGT
The purpose of the Wells Recreation Ground Trust is to provide a recreation ground for the use and
enjoyment of the inhabitants of the City of Wells
The trust has the following vision for the recreation ground:
The Wells Recreation Ground aims to be a versatile, loved, busy venue that sits at the heart of the Wells
community and helps to bring it together.
There was some discussion about including the aim of being financially sustainable without local authority
funding. However, there is recognition that the venue is unlikely to be financially sustainable, without
grant funding, in the short-term, particularly within the first three years of post-refurbishment.

Management Committee
The management committee is comprised of MDC councillors and up to 2 WCC councillors. The MDC
councillors are members automatically as a result of the ward they represent or positions they hold
within MDC. Councillors have previously not been clear as to why they are on the management
committee, or their responsibilities, and how to wear “two hats” and avoid conflicts of interest. Many of
them were unaware of the terms of reference or regulations which form their governing documents. This
is despite having been on the committee for a number of years.
The majority of management committee members have recently attended a session which included some
governance discussion, and now have a clear understanding of their appointment to the committee.
They have a basic understanding of “two hats” and that they need to be clear about potential conflicts of
interest. They are aware of their governing documents.
All committee members have completed a skills audit and generally there is a good mix of skills and
experience. Weak areas include historic buildings, charity finance, charity law, research, fundraising,
monitoring and evaluation, and quality assurance. The management committee benefits significantly
from MDC officer support. MDC officers are able to provide broad range guidance on a number of topics,
as well as draw on specific expertise on governance and finance. This is a significant resource that many
charities do not have access to, and understandably the management committee do not wish to change
this in the short to medium term.
The planned Project Board, in this context, is intended to address practical skill deficits in the areas of
historic buildings, research, monitoring and evaluation, and quality assurance.
The current management committee are clear that during the capital build of the project, there is no
intention to change governance arrangements for the Trust. There is a local election in May 2019, which
potentially will change the make-up of the committee due to the way that people are appointed. This
process will need to be managed and new management committee members given induction and
training.
Some members are very clear that they do not wish for the governance arrangements (i.e. MDC as sole
trustee) to change at all. There is some desire for WCC to take over the governance of WRGT. Having a
local authority as the sole trustee does restrict some funding options for WRGT, which may be an issue
once the improvements have been completed. It also continues to raise issues around the “two hats”
and managing potential conflicts of interest. It would be pragmatic to review WRGT governance,
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examining whether a community based solution is viable, towards the end of the capital phase and again
during the first three years of operation.
One option is that rather than change the sole Trustee arrangement, a community-based group could be
formed to inform the work of WRGT. It could be made up of members of the public, groups and others
with an interest in developing activities. It would be prudent to have management committee
representation on the group.
If governance arrangements do change, there will be significant need to build skills and capacity within
the new framework. This should be planned as part of the transformation.
RECOMMENDATIONS








All management committee members are given charity governance training to embed the
Charity Good Governance Code into their activity, ensuring that they can address weak
areas identified in the skills audit
All members are to have the governing documents recirculated to them
Subsequent to the election in May 2019, new members are given an induction and
training in the Good Governance Code
New management committee members undertake a skills audit
Governance arrangements are reviewed towards the end of the build phase of the
project as managing the improved facility will be a different prospect for the Trust
Governance arrangements are reviewed during the first three years of operation after the
improvement are completed to ensure they are fit for purpose

Impact Targets
The management committee have not yet established precise impact targets. These may be contained
within the project documentation being developed. Members are aware that they should relate any
targets to their charitable objects and vision (see above). They should think carefully about how to
measure the targets in a meaningful manner, which presents evidence for funders as well giving members
governance oversight of the success of the project.
The management committee are clear that:




they wish to integrate the Recreation Ground into the existing medieval triad within Wells
the recreation ground and building should be well used, by a variety of groups
financially sustainability should be a long-term aim

Project Risk Register
The management committee were involved developing the risk register (included in Section 12).
Complaints
WRGT uses the MDC complaints mechanism but currently does not have oversight of complaints made in
relation to the Recreation Ground or Bishop’s Barn. Members are aware that they should have direct
consideration of relevant complaints through MDC. MDC will retain responsibility for logging and dealing
with complaints. The management committee will monitor patterns, raise awareness of any issues and
bring them to the attention of the Project Board where necessary.
RECOMMENDATIONS
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Democratic Services develop a protocol for collating complaints relevant to WRGT and
report them to WRGT committee meetings
WRGT committee monitor any complaints and any subsequent action arising from them

Task & Finish Groups
It has been proposed that these groups could be used to engage key stakeholders and the community in
specific pieces of work for the project and potentially could involve the local community. These are
outlined in the project documentation.
The management committee are aware these groups should have the following features:





A specific remit
Include representation from the management committee
Recruit specific skills, knowledge, and expertise
A finite, clearly defined lifetime

Separately to the task & finish groups, development of a Friends-type group has been suggested, this
could be particularly useful for fundraising activities. Setting up a group such as this requires some
dedicated work, and investment in recruiting people to it. Generally, Friends groups act fairly
autonomously, so clear parameters for the group need to be set at the outset.

Project Meeting schedule
Development Phase
WRGT Committee meets quarterly.
Project Team (appointed by the Trust) meets monthly before WRGT Committee so in time for
reporting deadlines. Its role is project management and Team Reports to the WRGT Committee,
with Project Manager preparing & presenting reports.
Bimonthly Task & Finish groups who report to WRGT Committee
Delivery Phase
WRGT Committee meets quarterly. Where required major decisions are made by Cabinet/Full
Council (as in WRGT governing documents). Major decisions should be mapped well in advance
so that time sensitive decisions do not disrupt the project timeline.
Project Team (appointed by the Trust) meets monthly with role of day-to-day project
management and reports to the WRGT Committee, with Project Manager preparing & presenting
reports in liaison with MDC Lead Officer and Corporate Finance.
Design Team meets monthly. Involves Project Manager plus Architect, Quantity Surveyor, etc.,
other expertise as and when required.
Bimonthly Task & Finish groups who report to WRGT Committee
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Section 11:
FIVE-YEAR
GOVERNANCE
STRATEGY
2018-2022
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5-Year Governance Strategy 2018-2022
Key Milestones to Achievement
Key aims, objectives and policies
Aim and
Vision

The Trust’s vision is for the Wells Recreation Ground, including the Bishop’s
Barn, to be a versatile, loved and busy venue that sits at the heart of the
Wells community and helps bring it together.

Organisational KEY AMBITION: To ensure the charity can make the most of opportunities
Development and develop them with confidence and in partnership with others
Consolidate and articulate WRGT’s approach and ambitions
 Promote the vision for the recreation ground - building on the
positive community and stakeholder support already established.
The developing business plan for the site needs to reflect the vision
and be appropriate and consider best practice from other projects.
 Complete skills audit and review project management – a good way
of analysing strengths and areas for development and for ensuring
‘the team’ feel connected and valued by the charity
Explore the development of a busy venue at the heart of the community
that is financially sustainable
 Explore how event organisers and volunteers can contribute
 Explore how a range of joint events, exhibitions, performances and
other activities can be built into future programmes
 Test different types of activity to see what works
 Explore partnerships with other cultural organisations
Work as part of a Wells-wide Partnership for mutual benefit
 Establish and grow links with other organisations working in cultural
activities across Wells and its wider catchment area.
 Learn from and undertake research to ensure focus on longer term /
socio-economic impacts
Manage risk rather than avoid it
 Maintain a risk register and review it regularly
 Develop an investment policy to ensure investments are suitable for
the charity’s purpose and where specialist advice is sought as and
when required
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Organisational KEY AMBITION: To improve forward and strategic planning, including the
Delivery
implementation of a governance strategy.
Raise awareness and understanding of the governing documents
 Circulate a pack of governing documents to all members
 Ensure members have a clear understanding of the charity and
their role on the management committee
Implement a five-year governance strategy
 Work towards achieving the vision, aims and objectives as identified
through the Resilient Heritage work
 Use guidance, such as the Charity Governance Code, to improve and
strengthen governance arrangements
 Ensure the strategy is regularly reviewed and monitored so that it is
still valid and deliverable
Further review governance arrangements
 Review towards the end of the build phase of the project as
managing it will be a different prospect for the Trust
 Review during the first three years of operation after the
improvements are completed to ensure they are fit for purpose
Ensure all reporting to the Charity Commission and stakeholders is on
time and to high standard
Project
delivery

KEY AMBITION: To have structures and processes in place for developing
and delivering projects.
Have protocol in place for developing new projects to ensure consistency
with objects, powers and terms of funding
Involve the community in aspects of the Trust’s work
 Progress specific pieces of work through task & finish groups that
have a clear remit, include representation on the management
committee and bring the required skills, knowledge and expertise.
 Develop clear parameters for a Friend-style group
Be able to make timely decisions to allow projects to be developed and
delivered
 Have a meeting schedule in place so that project reporting
deadlines to the management committee are met ensuring
members are kept informed and can make decisions
 Ensure sensitive decisions are made in good time so as not to
disrupt project timelines
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Training and
Accreditation

KEY AMBITION: That new and existing management committee members
are given charity governance training to embed the Charity Good
Governance Code into their activity, ensuring they can address weak
areas identified in the skills audit.
Develop skills and expertise
 Undertake a skills audit of management committee members
 Put in place a range of management committee training
opportunities, site visits and governance reviews
 Benefit in the short to medium-term from on-going MDC officer
support bringing broad range guidance and specific expertise on
governance and finance
 Buy-in the necessary skills to develop and deliver the improvement
project
 Ensure that if governance arrangements do not change at the end of
the build project that the skills and capacity of the management
committee are developed
Develop the skills and expertise of new management committee
members
 Deliver an induction and training in the Good Governance Code to
new management committee members
 New management committee members undertake a skills audit

Impact targets KEY AMBITION: Establish impact targets that are related to the Trust’s
charitable objectives and vision
Consider how to measure targets in a meaningful way to provide evidence
to funders and to give members governance oversight of the success of the
project
 Work towards integrating the Bishop’s Barn and Wells Recreation
Ground into the existing medieval triad within Wells
 Ensure the recreation ground and building are well used by a variety
of groups
 Seek to deliver the long-term aim of financial sustainability
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